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Paula Lutz, Assistant Professor
of the Biological Science department, is the 1999 Woman of the
Year, as awarded by University of
Missouri-Rolla's Multicultural Edu"
cation Support Program.
According to the nomination
guidelines for the award as determined by the Women Student Advisory Committee, "The Woman of
the Year Award is given to a female
faculty member dedicated to student
.education and committed to diversi- ,
ty. Through interaction with all elements of the University community,
the Woman of the Year exemplifies
the ' abilities and qualities that
improve the campus climate for
women. She serves as a role model
by I) achievements in her professional field 2) commitment to student learning 3) support for diversity 4) respect for individual achievement and differing viewpoints, and
5) willingness to speak out on issues
that affect the quality of women's
lives at UMR."
An alumnae from UMR as a
Chemistry major, Lutz returned to
the campus to teach in 1987. She
currently does research on the
effects oflead on children 's immune
system through a grant from the
National Institutes of Health. She
was promoted to the position of

la S

Assistant Professor of the Biological
Science department in 1993 and
given the status of Associate Dean
for the College of Arts and Sciences.
She received six Otllstanding
Teacher Awarps. She is also the current Kappa Delia faculty advisor.
Lutz describes herself as "trying to support under-represented
groups on thi s campus, namel y
women· and other minqriti es. These
days overt discrimination is rare, but
there are subtle ways in which
women and other minorities can be
discouraged from full parti cipation
in certain jobs and activities. I' ve
tried to be aware of that and to
encourage involvement in all areas
of campus and industry. I encourage
them to not be afraid to try something new and to go ahead and have
the goals that they desire where
women have not traditionally ventured."
Lutz beli eves that, although
women's role in society has
improved, it has a long way to go.
"Compared to 1972, we've certainly
made tremendous strides. I'd like to
see the number rise from twentyfive percent women students and see
the percent of women faculty match
that of the students. Women have
not reached their full potential. In
the Biological Science department,
the percentage of women is ciose to
fifty percent, but in many areas of

see Lutz, page 17

A new revolutionary building
structure, the monolithic dome, has
increased in popularity and usage in
recent years.
These insulated, thin-shell concrete structures have many features ..
It can withstand higher wi nd loads:
higher seismic loads and has proven
to be energy efficient. Monolithic
domes also require low mai ntenance.
Energy-efficient and fire-safe ,
many construction companies are
now opting to use the domes for
homes', apartments, bulk storage,
offices, churches, stad iums, schools,
motels, aircraft hangars, libraries, and
sports arenas.
After an initial feasibility study,
in which location, cost, and other geographical factors are examined, construction of a monolithic .dome is relatively simple.
First, a concrete ring fo undation
is constructed, and is reinforced with
steel rebar. Vertical steel bars are
embedded in the ring and later attach
to the steel reinforcing in the dome.
The dome's floor is poured upon completion.
Next, an "Airform," a large, balloon-like structure, is fabricated to the
desired shape and placed on the ring
base. Blower fans, which operate
throughout the construction, inflate
the airform, creating the structure.
Polyurethane foam is applied to
the interior surface. A double door
airlock entrance keeps interior pressure constant. Three inches offoam is

Above is a Monolithic Dome residence in Colorado owned
by the Jones family. The Jones' completed much of the work
for their two-story 46' x 23' dome as a do-it-yourself project.
photo courtesy Monolithic Dome Institute
applied, and later serves as a base for
attaching the ste~1 reinforcing rebar.
Vertical and horizontal hoops of
steel rebar are attached to the foam in
a cage-like fashion. Small domes
require small diameter bars that are
widely spaced. Larger domes use
larger bars of rebar, spaced closer
together.
Finally, a spray mix of concrete
is applied to the interior surface. The
steel rebar cage becomes embedded in
the concrete. Three inches of concrete is applied and allowed to set.
The fans are turned off, and the monolithic dome is completed.
Construction of t~ese domes
costs about as much as a regular
home, but ultimatel y can save up to
four times the money spent on energy.
n;onolithic dome homes can take up

Schmidberger wins Student Council election
by Andrea Benson
4ssistant News Editor
The results of the Student Coun:il election were tallied on Friday,
>larch 5, with Schmidberger winning
I total of 59. 12 percent of the vote
md Shauna Oppert gaining 40.88 perrent. The statistics show a 'voter
umout of 40.50 percent of 4199 stulents enrolled, a record high accumuation of 1700 votes.
Schmidberger recei ved 1005
rotes, wi th Oppert gaining 695.
ichmidberger will begin his term on
>larch 30. Most of these votes were
:ast via email when the student coun:il sent out a ballot io all students. A
otal of 529 others voted by paper balot or using the web service. Votes
lot taken into consideration were the
; I votes deemed duplicate, write-in
rotes, or invalid.
A Nuclear Engineering major,
ichmidberger has pa rti cipated in
:ampus posi tions and activiti es

including Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity, of which he is the Order of

Joe Schmidberger .
the Golden Shillelagh (OGS) representati ve, American Nuclear Society,
Phi Eta Sigma Secretary, varsity baseball, and an active member of Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
He has also participated in campus-wide committees, such as the Student A ffairs Committee, Athletics

Committee, and Academic Council.
He is in his fourth semester serving on
Student Council and the Executive
Committee, in which he has held the
positions of Vice President of External Affairs, Inter-campus Student
Council Chair as well as Recorder,
and the Assistant Chair of External
Funding.
Upon receiving the office from
Karl Schmitt, Schmid berger first
plans to continue Uni versity Center
renovations. He plans to start construction in Jan. 2000, raise funds for
a student/sports lounge, and provide
Marriott services during the construc) tion process.
Other plans include Wednesday
night sober drivers and Computer
Leaming Center accessi bility. A twoday freshman preview as well as web
page assistance for students and student organizations continue to be on
his priority list as well. He wo uld like

see Stu eo, page 17

to 12 weeks for construction of exterior, and finishi ng the interior, as with a
regu lar home, can take six months to
complete.
Thin-shell domes are extremely
stable. They have been proven to
withstand wi nd speeds of 300 miles
per hour, as seen in a Force-5 tornado.
This wind speed exerts a pressure of
404 pounds per square foot (pst).
Most square buildings are designed to
withstand an external pressure of only
50 psf, but monolithic domes are
engineered to resist forces in excess of
2000 psf. This is partly because the
outer shell of the building is rounded,
not flat, as is the case with normal
buildings.
Domes have also been widel y
used for fantasy attractions. Zoos

see Domes, page 17
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St. pat t<lnd hi,
courl arrive todalj
•
Jeffrey Michael Smith of Fu lton , Mo. , a junior in civil engineering at the University of MissouriRolla, wi ll portray St. Patrick, the
patron saint of engineers, during the
1999 UMR St. Pat's Celebration.
St. Pat and his court will arrive
in Rolla at noon today to preside
over the 91 st annual St. Pat's Celebration at UMR.
The following UMR students
are members of the St. Pat's court
thi s year:
-Master guards: Brian Greenwood of
Abilene, Texas, a junior in electrical
engineering; and Todd Edward
Stroik of Fort Wayne, Ind., a junior
in electrical engineering.
-Guards: Timothy P. Callahan of Jefferson City, Mo., a junior in electrical engineering; John Stephen
Heimann of Spr;'ngfield, Mo., a junior in mechanical engineering;
Patrick Roth o(St. Louis, a junior in
metallurgical engineering; and Ryan
Lee Wixson of Jonesboro, Ark., a
junior in management systems.
-H erald : Jason Carl Rickman of
Greenville, Mo. , a junior in electrical
engineering.
-Pages: Joseph Patrick Lyons of St.
Ann , Mo., a junior undecided major;
and James Michael Orlando of St.
Peters, Mo., a junior in computer science.
-Trumpeter: Joseph Lee McLain of

Memphis, Tenn ., a senior

in aero-

space engineering.
-Mom: Andrew D. Voorh ees of Belton, Mo. , a sophomore in electri cal
engineering.

c

New equipment will

1

help P .C . CAN
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With the helpoffunds raised by
Kappa Delta's Paintball Tournament
last year, the Phelps County Chi ld
Advocacy Network (P.C. CA N, for-

merly the Phe lps Count y
Committee to Prevent Child
Abuse) has purchased eq ui pment to make life eas ier for
children w ho disclose abuse and for
their non-offending fami ly members.
It wi ll also be an aid in prosecuting
offenders.
The audio-v isual equipment
will record an interview with the
child, cutting down on multiple trips
to different offices for repeated interviews by D.F.S. investigators, police,
physicians, therapists and staff in the
Prosecuting Attorney's Office. A
judge and jury will be able to hear an
acco unt that is fresh in the child's
memory and see the developmental
level of the child at the beginning of
the slow process lead ing to a trial.
On Monday, March I the equipment was installed in a room with a
one-way mirror at the Division pf
Family Services Office. Those w~p
need to hear the child's account can
noW watch, listen and suggest
addi tional questions to the interviewer. On Thursday, March 4 represen!atives from the Rolla Police Dep~
ment, the Sheriff's Office, the Prosecutor's Office, D.F.S. and the Highway Patrol met to be trained in the
use of thi s equipment.
. The long-term goa l of establishing a Child Advoca~y Center was
formulated by 150 citizens who
atte nded an all-day meeiing November 14, 1997. Co-sponsored by P.c.
CAN, FOCUS and D.F.S. , it dealt
with "Improving Our Communi ty's
Response to Child Sex ual Abuse."
There they learned that, if you hear
something from a child that suggests
the child has been molested, you
should listen calml y, appear interested but not upset, and avoid asking
the chi ld questions. Nor should the
alleged offender be confronted or
questioned. T he chi ld should be told
that telling you was good and that
you will ask someone else to come to
talk with him or her about that. Then
c",11 1-800-392-3738 wit h whatever
information you have. Leave the
investigation to carefully trained PJ ofessional s. (People who report abuse
are protected by law as long ~s they

Campus lIewsbriefs alld
allllOUllcemellts
are reporting in good faith and not as
harassment.)
A fter the November meeting, as
an interim step, a Task Force was
formed , and from that Task Force the
Prosecuting Attorney (Pat King and ·
now Ken Clayton), Police chiefs
from Rolla and St. James, the Sheriff
and ' Teresa Winemiller from D.F.S.
began meeting to find ways to work
together even more effectively. It
was at their request that P.c. CAN
has provided funds for training and
equipment. If you would like to help
P.C. CAN with their projects to make
children healthier and safer, please
contact Margaret Miller at (573)
364-71l08

L iquoT' patT'ol to
help out thi, week
•
State Supervisor Hope Whitehead is proud to anno unce that The
Missouri Divi sion of Liquor Control,
in partnership with the Missouri
Division of Highway Safety, have
joi ned efforts and formed the
A.S.A.P (Alcohol Safety Awareness
& Prevention) program.
ASAP is a new program
designed to prevent underage drinking by providing educ'ation to
emp loyees of alcohol establishments, conducting Badges in Business programs and by having agents
in uniform visible in the community.
At ten ti mes throughout the
state this year Liquor Control wi ll
join forces with local law enforcement to establish a visibl e presence
in the communi ty at various special
events to deter the sale of alcoholic
beverages to minors. Agents in uniform wi ll check identifications and
issue summonses or violations as
they occur.
Our 3rd ASAP saturation will
occur in Rolla the week of March 9 -

13 in conj uncti on wi th the
Rolla C it y Police Department, Uni ve rsity of Missouri
Rolla and the community
based Zero Tolerance Coalition during the week ly St. Patrick's Day
events.

During the week age nts wi ll
pose as empl oyees at licensed establishments in the Rolla area who have
vo lunteered to work with the Division . The Division's Party Patrol
wil l be visible in the area in the
hopes of deterring mi nors from
drinking or attempting to purchase
alcoholic beverages.
If there are any questions or
concerns regard ing the upcoming
event please contact Lois Alexander,
ASAP Administrative Assistant with
the Division of Liquor Control in
Jefferson C ity at (573) 751-2964, or
District VI Supervisor DO{l~!d L.
Aggelar.

5 ummeT'

{t-nancial
aid application,
•
If you wish to be considered for
summer financial aid which includes
Federal Work Study, Federal Perkins
Loans, University loans, or direct
loans, you need to complete a summer 1999 Financial Aid application
by April 17, 1999.
Students must have completed a
98-99 FAFSA and yo u must be
enrolled in at least three credit hours
this summer to be considered.
Applications may be completed
in the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall from 8-4:30
p.m: weekdays.

in Rolla. The public is invited to
attend .
So lar Miner II will compete in
Sunrayce '99 this summer. The race
begins June 20 at the Capitol Building in Washington, D.C. and will end
June 29 at the Epcot Center, Disney
World, in Florida.
During the unveiling ceremony
UMR officials and student members
of the solar car team and sponsor
members will be available to talk to
the general public about the vehicle
and Sunrayce. '99. Sponsor members
include the Missouri 'Public Service
of Kansas City, Mo., the Department
of Natural Resources of Jeffers on
C ity, Mo. , and Craig Bailey, who
will represent the Williams Co. of
Tulsa, Okla.
In addition to the unvei ling ceremony, Solar Miner [[ will take part
in the St. Pat's Parade at II a.m. Saturday, March 13 , in downtown
Roll a. Also taking part in the parade
will be "Solar Miner," UMR's 1997
entry in Sunrayce, and "Sol Survivor," UMR's 1993 and first entry in
Sunrayce. UMR al umni who participated in the design and construction
of Solar Miner and Sol Survivor will
drive those cars during the St. Pat's
Parade.
You can visit the UMR Solar
Car Team on the World Wide Web at
http://www.umr.edu/-sol J
arlo At that site you will find pictures of and infomlation about Solar
Miner [[ and UMR team members.
By clicking on Sunrayce you will
find information about the Sunrayce
'99 race route.

501aT' caT' unveiled

~T'idalj
•
The UMR Solar Car Team will
unveil "Solar Miner II ," a solar-powered car designed and constructed by
UMR students, at 4 p.m. Friday,
March 12, at th'e Student Design
Competition Center on State Street

compiled
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from various sources.
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Pentagon takes lead in
reviewing airline safety
The Defense Department began
auditing the safety of airlines that fl y military personnel after a charter airline crash
in Gander, Newfoundland, killed 256 so ldiers in 1985. Two years ~go, the Defense
Department broached the idea of extending audits to foreign code-share airlines,
but ran into stiff opposition from the State
Department and the Transportation
Department, which warned that such
audits would violate intern ational treaties
and trample on national sovereignty.
However, about six months ago, the
Defense Department apparentlY'decided it
had had enough. It was stuck in a position
in which it gave thousands of military personnel no choice butto fly on foreign codeshare partners that it could not audi'!, even
though the tickets were being sold by U.S.
airlines that were subject to audit.
Despite resistance from inside and
outside government, the Pentagon told the
airlines that their new contracts would
require certification that the airline "has
reviewed the foreign carrier's operations
and maintenance, and based on that review
has determined that the foreign air carrier
provides a substantially equivalent level of
quality and safety" as the U.S. airline.
U.S. carriers also agreed in meeting
Jan. 7 with the qefense and Transportation
departments to work together to find a way
to assure the safety of code-share partners,
based on international safety principles
established by the International Civil Aviation Organization, a United Nations
agency in Montreal. The airlines would
use a set of airline operational and safety
_principles for foreign governments, known
as Annex 6, to develop a new audit program, said Thomas McFall , managing
director of American Airlines' safety
department.

Senate hears testimonies
on sweepstake practices
Super Bowl Sunday is usually a
depressing day for Eustace Hall , not
because his team loses, but because Pub- .
lishers Clearing House never comes to his
house to award him millions of dollars.
Hall, a retired medical technologist,
has spent more than $IS,OOO since 1992
entering sweepstakes. He always bought
something because ' he thought he had a
better chance of winning.
But the only winners, Hall said, have
been the sweepstakes companies. "They
are the ones who won the prize, all of my
money .. : '
Hall is not alone. He will be among
several witnesses that began testifying
Monday before the Senate permanent subcommittee on investigations as it begins
hearings into the marketing practices of
sweepstakes firms.
The hearings are expected to be the
first step toward a new law designed to
curb deceptive and misleading sweepstakes offers. Even industry executives
who aggressively opposed such a measure
last year now acknowledge some sort o f
legislation is likely.
"We support national legislation that
would set clear uniform mndards for business to follow," said Christopher L. Irving,
director of consumer affairs for Publishers
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Clearing House.
Executives from Publishers Clearing
House wi ll testify Tuesday, along with
officials from the other major sweepstakes
companies: American Family Publishers,
Reader's Digest and Guaranteed & Bonded, the sweepstakes arm of Time Inc.
"I'm convinced we need a federal law
and tougher penalties," said Sen . Susan M.
Collins, R-Maine, chairman of the subcommittee. Co~ins said she is troubl ed by
the scores of 'sad stories" from people
who have been taken in by the "increasingly deceptive and increasingly aggressive" promotions, and are "squandering
their life savings to make purchases, thinking they're going to win."
Collins pointed to a recent mailing in
which the required statement "No purchase or payment necessary to enter or
win" was " in type so small I literally
couldn't read it_" Similarly, she said she is
disturbed by promotions telling consumers
they are "guaranteed winners" or " finalists", giving the false impression they are a
very select group.
The sales pitches clearly work, she
added. :'We know that Publishers Clearing
House has 12S,OOO customers who order
over $1,000 of merchandise each year.
That's a phenomenal amount when you
consider these are small purchases, which
means people are entering over and over
and over again," Collins said.
Under Collins' proposed legislation,
sweepstakes firms would have to disclose
more prominently the "no purchase necessary" statement. They would have to
include the odds of winning in each offer
and could no longer tell consumers they
are winners unless they have actually won.·
The proposed measure imposes strong
financial penalties, up to $2 million
depending on the number of mailings sent,
for misleading solicitations.
Several states have filed suits against
the major sweepstakes firms alleging the
companies were making fraudulent claims.
Last year, American Family Publishers
reached an agreement with 3S' states and
the District of Columbia, agreeing to
change its promotions and pay a total of $2
minion.

Moran tells Tripp to do
some work
Linda Tripp has had "more than
enough conversations," said Rep.Jim
Moran, D-Va. "She needs to go find her
desk and do some work."
Find her desk? She doesn't even
know where she's working, Tripp said
Sunday on ABC's "This Week."
"I've been assigned' to an agency
whose name escapes me at the moment,"
she told Sam Donaldson and Cookie
Roberts. "I've only been there one day."
She said she wished she were back at the
Pentagon, "back to my position as director
of an extreTl)ely visible program under the
secretary of defense."
Tripp, either the traitorous villainess
or the righteous heroine in D.C.'s longestrunning morality play, is sti ll smarting
from Moran's attack last week, when he
hinted to' Defense Secretary William
Cohen that she be fired. " I have a 19-year
distinguished career. I have awards and the
most outstanding performance appraisals
consistently during that 19 years," said
Tripp, who spent most of the past year

worki ng from her home.
The woman with the $94,098 sa lary
has demanded that Moran apologize. "For
what?" Moran asked The Source on Friday. "We have generals who are commanding hundreds of thousands of troops,
who risk the ir li ves every day, and they are
mak ing less than that."
Tripp sa id she watched Moni ca
Lewinsky'S interview last week and has
read her book and calls all of it "revisionist history.... I see it as a fiction . I see it as
fable, fantasy, farce and fairy tale."

GOP leaders question
administration's security
Republican congressional leaders
have called for investigative hearings and
threatened sanctions against the Clinton
administration if it was found to have
looked the other way while Chinese spies
raided U.S. nuclear warfare technology.
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,
R-Miss., said " the administration continues to resist really getting into what caused
the problem and solving the problem," of
spying and unauthorized technology transfers to China, Lott said . "Congress is going
to have to. toughen up in dealing with the
administration, particularly when it comes
to China."
The FBI is investigating whether a
scientist at the Department of Energy's Los
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico gave China advanced technology on
the miniaturization of nuclear warheads.
The investigation was begun in 1996 after
U.S. intelligence obtained a top-secret
1988 Chinese document that indicated
Chinese scientists had become aware of
U.S. miniaturization techniques.
Senate Intelligence Committee Chai rman Richard C. Shelby, R-Ala., said Sunday on NBC's " Meet the Press" that the
committee would step up its scrutiny of
" lax security" by the Clinton administration with immediate hearings because the
leaked technology "will damage, if it hasn't already damaged, our national security
in a big, big, way."
In response to at least three cases of
alleged nuclear espionage by China, President Clinton issued a directive in February
1998 that instituted tougher security regulations at nuclear laboratories and nuclear
weapons facilities.
White House officials have denied
these chargs sin the past and national security spokesman P.J . Crowley told the Associated Press that once the "scope of the
problem" was understood, the administration " instituted a series of very stron g
measures to improve security and counterintelligence" at Energy Department laboratories such as Los Alamos.

Thai felines receive royal
treatment
Ba ngkok
The Asian economic crisis has taken
its toll on Thailand, but it hasn't dented the
grand lifestyle of one royal family that
lives in splendor and lazes about most of
the day.
Such decadence at a time of national
crisis would probably cause a public outcry if it weren't for one mitigating factor:
The 50 members of the family are Siamese
cats whose ancestors

lived at the palace of Thailand's late,
beloved king, Rama v.
At their home, which is act uall y the
home of film producer Namdee Witta, 6S ,
the pure white cats li ve in teak-paneled
rooms, drink bottled spring water from
gold- and silver-plated bowls and wear
coll ars embedded with cut glass that
resembles diamonds.
"They are princes and princesses, and
they deserve the best," Namdee said.
"Their val ue is beyond price. How valuable? Well, I can tell yo u, six years ago a
monk had a Siamese of this breed and he
sold it for 150 milli on baht (about $4 million) to a very wealthy jeweler. The monk
built a temple with the money."
Not surprisingly, Namdee keeps a
security guard on duty around the clock at
the antique-filled, stilted home he and his
daughter share with their feline friends.
Foreign visitors stop by almost dai ly to
inquire if he'll sell one. Thais know better
than to ask.
His Siamese are a variety known as
khao manee, or popularly as "diamond
eyes." Each has eyes of two different colors, emerald green and topaz yellow, or
blue and diamond-white, and the breed is
unique to Thailand, he said. He believes
that his are the last of the purebred khao
manee left in-Thailand.
.
How Namdee became the national
caretaker of this pampered .Iot is a brief but
interesting story.
King Rama V, the grandfather of
Thailand's cur~ent monarch: Bhumibol
Adulyadej, was a cat lover who particularly favored the nine khao manee that he
permitted to live in his palace. To make '
sure bloodlines remained pure and the
breed would not become extinct, he
'assigned the eat's care and breeding to his
son.

The son event'Jally passed caretaker
duties to hi s daughter, Roengchit
Abhakara, who was Namdee's aunt. It
turned out she didn't care much for cats
because they clawed her sofas, so she
passed the duty on to Narndee.
That was 40 years ago.
Namdee much preferred dogs to cats
in those days, but he took his duties seriously. He knew that Thais treasured any
link to King Rama V, the khao manee are
featured on Thai postage stamps and 16ttery tickets.
Namdee spends so much of his time
looking after the cats, and about $1,000 a
month of his personal savings, that he gave
up making films seven years ago.
He opened his " livi ng fe line museum" to the publ ic last year and has put his
younger brother in charge of breeding at a
clinic outside Bangkok.
Hi s daughter, Rasarnee, rises at dawn
to cook the meals the cats receive on
schedule three times a day, fried mackerel
and boiled chicken fillets, along with commercial dry cat food , and Narndee spends
hours tidying up their two screened, openai r living rooms and tucking the cats in
individual gi lded cages when a wind
comes up that couid give them a cold.

Information gathered from LA
Times Washington Post and U-Wire
news services
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Opinions
Taking another look at life goals
An J;ditOT'i",I by Verve J;ditOT' ~eff Leong
Recent events in my life have forced me to reevaluate my goals in life.
When [ first entered college, [ had my mind set on finishing college with a BS
in chemical engineeri.n g, ge t a high-paying job, make lots of money and maybe
find someone afterwards with which to share my fortune; 'in that order.
At first, [ was a boring, lifeless college student that spent too much time
on a computer. Nothing was going for me at the time. Since ['ve met my
fiancee , though , all that has changed. [rea[ize now that happiness is the most
important thing to have in life. The accumulation of things and wealth does not
make one happy. It. is the love and companionship of the right man or woman
that trul y makes one happy. Now, I know what you must be thinking, "That
guy just let that girl take over his [ife. " That is in no way the truth . I've just
made a realization. One that has brought me one step closer to my true happi-

ness.
I realize that every person finds happiness a different way. Aristot[e, a
Greek philosopher, said, "A ll men seek happiness." Another word for this
quest is eudaemonia. Webster 's New World Dictionary defines ·this to be,
" ... happiness, the main universal goal..." [n Aristot[e's teachings, he would ask
a person a series of 'Why' questions. For example, "Why are you in school?
Why do you wa nt a job?" Responses to these questions just lead to another
'Why' question. At the end of the questioning, the answer is always the same:
"To be happy." Some people need two or three 'Why' questions. Others need
many more to. realize eudaemonia. This phenomena is partly responsible for
mid[ife career changes and certainly causes the end of marriages that weren't
right to start.
Some people are truly happy working at McDonalds. Others are happy
not working at all , but exploring the world. These people have found their
niches. If everyone on this eerth would stop their bickering and find happiness,
there would be no reason to bicker. So, [ challenge all of you reading this paper
to ask yourself, "Am I happy? Will I be happy real soon?" And if not, "What
can [ do to find my happiness?" If it is that important to you, you will do it. [
have to say that [ became one step closer to finding my true happiness when [
met my fiancee. All of you out there need to find your path to happiness.

A different angle on wrestling
Mr. Ferguson ,
[ read YOllr article about being concemed about Rolla 's image. My brother is a professional licensed wrestler and
referee, and will be refereeing.some of the match 's here at UMR. I do not [ike your comparison at all ofwresUers to
strippers.
•
Wrestling is a form of entertainment, just as going to a
music concert. My brother has been wrestling for a few years,
and now has his own ring and for a while he had a wrestling
school. In this time, I have had an opportunity to meet a [at
of wrestlers "behind the scenes." Many of the wrestlers are
very nice guys, but when wrestling, they play the role of an
actor. I haven't been to a single movie played by SUB, but
don't tell me that at [east some of those movies present violence andlor sexual content from there actors.
Now your problem with it is that is has become the main
event for St. Pats. Wrestling is coming back as a very popufar form of entertainment. With all the past articles I have read
about this town
being boring, [ think it is great we are getting this entertainment. If [ remember right, the Miner produced a list of concerts in St. Louis, Columbia, and a few other places. It seems
that the Miner is encouraging people to [eave Rolla for entertainment, or at [east providing information about where and
when to find it. I think it is fine if SUB brings another form
.
of entertainment here. It seems that you hear of more concerts than you do of wrestling, so if you want to see a concert, I would imagine there is one somewhere in MO that weekend.
Can you justify the illsults and general violence on TV? Its entertainment. I've. been with wrestlers after an event,
after beating the crap out of each other they can geralong fine. The name-calling and insults aren't any more real than
in a movie. And you can ' t fake all the pain, they are respectable athletes providing people with an old fashioned form
of entertainment. They are a lot more respectable than strippers.
Not everyone feels that wrestling prevents a bad image of UMR. I think all the drinking and parties that week
presents a worse image than a professional wrestling event.
Donny Cone

What do you
think?
Let the Miner know what
you think, Write us via
e-mail at
miner@umr . edu, drop
a letter in our mailbox at
113 University Center West, or visit our
web page at
http://www.umr.edu/-miner/, and let
us know what's on your mind.

Dear Justin,
In response to your editorial about the St. Pat's entertainment, even though I do understand where you are coming from, I feel that you should give second thoughts to a few of your remarks. You began by saying you have "an
issue with the fact that it has become our main event for St. Pat's." Then yo u proceeded to site the study done at Indiana University on the WWF. Lastly yo u stated, "Just because something will bring in money doesn't necessarily mean
it's an image we want the campus to project."
.
- First off, if you have issues with this subject, take them out on the correct people/organization The Indiana University Study was done on "WWF-RAW". Let me clarify that the WWF is not WLW. You have just incorrectly
ass umed that the WLW is a WWF clone and will perform accordingly. This is like a high school senior sayi ng, "I don't
like MU , therefore [don't like any college". This is an absurd, incorrect, and unfair conclusion based on very few facts.
There is a difference between the WLW and the WWF, and if yo u would watch an event put on by each organization,
you wou ld see that the difference is qu(te large. A certain amount of stereotyping is expected, but I ask you to please
give)hem a chance. So, any arg utnents you made regarding the "image" are complete ly off-base due to the fact that
WLW is not the same as WWF. Besides, it is not SUB's place to decide what is an acceptable image.
Next, you mentioned "Why don't we brin g in strippers next year" when speak ing of the bad image being portrayed. The only thing [ have to say to that is, I am afraid yo u will be quite disappointed at the low frequency of sexual acts taking place during this event. The Indiana study was ofa late ni gh t show on a cable network made by a completely different company. Enou gh said, please read th e previous paragraph.
Remember We are in college, not exactly the world's mora l decision capitol. As for UMR bringing wrestl ing for
St. Pat's as the "main event" , it may not be your favorite idea, but I be li eve it is the best effort SUB cou ld make. Who
said it would make money? You implied it, so I did some checking and fou nd out that thi s event w ill not "make up for
their concert flop ." However, it is entertainment SUB could afford, not a money making scheme that will corrupt the
world as you seem to see it:
Finally, who went to the Blue's Traveler concert? I did (even thou gh I don't care for them much), and if you did
too, that is great. We have done more than our part to support the concerts. It is not the Student Union Board's fault
(or anyone's fault) that the students did not support the act. Because of the low turnout SUB was forced into the situation of needing to do something with nothing. I per-sonally would much rather have wrestling than nothing at all! As
rar as I can tell, these were the only reasonable options. They needed entertainment that could pay for itself because
they had no money to make
up any difference. [f the students support this show, so be it. If they do not support the show, well then that is fine too.
To finish up, you have not been fair to WLW by negatively stereotyping them because of the WWF, and you have
not been fair to SUB by placing them in the situat ion of deciding what is ri ght or wrong. (When you criticized them
for bringing such an act to Rolla) As one final th'ought, do you remember Adam Sandler's performance a few semesters ago that man y people enjoyed. Do you remember the song "At a Medium Pace". If you do not, I suggest you look
up the lyrics before deciding to hold SUB's wrestling entertainment up to a double standard.
Thank you for your time, and please g ive yo ur thoughts about SUB's decision some reconsideration .
Ashley Smith
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.Miner swim team looking for success
at NCAA Division II National Meet

r

by Sean Zuckerman
Assistant Sports Editor

Miner swimmers launch off the blocks during a recent meet.
photo by Brian Holley

While most University of Missouri-Rolla students wi II be celebrating St. Pat's this week, 15 UMR students will not. These 15 guys will
instead head to the NCAA Division \I
Swimming and Diving Championships in Buffalo, NY to compete.
Last year the team placed third
behind California State UniversityBakersfield and Drury College. This
year the scenario is the same as UMR
takes their sixth place ranking into the
meet. The team was ranked as high as
second, but other teams like North and
South Dakota and California State
University-Davis came on strong in

Softball continues offensive struggles
by Erin Gifford
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Staff Writer
The University of MissouriRolla women's softball team played
two double-headers last weekend in
Pittsburg, Kansas at the Pittsburg
State Tourney. They split their wins
and losses at the tournament, falling
to Columbia College and Augustana,
but topping Missouri Southern and
South Dakota State. The Lady Miners have an overall record of four
- wins and five losses for the season .
The women felt the team's performance greatly improved from the
previous week and that they were
ready for an exciting season. The
team consists of several new players,
including transfer students and freshmen.

Christel Knust is a junior who
transferred to UMR this year. "I
think we played really well at the
tournament," Knust said. "We started hitting the ball and reall y came
together. Our defense was strong and
we didn ' t commit an error until our
last game. I think we reall y came
around this weekend and have a good
chance of winning the conference
tille this season."
On Friday, March 5, the Lady
Miners played their first game
against Missouri Southern. The Lady
Miners were able to come alive near
the last rew innings and beat Missouri Southern two runs to one in the
eighth inning.
The game was a defensive battle
as only three Lady Miners managed
hits . Shawna Morris and Tory
Atwood both had one hit while Kerri
Bokath had two. Atwood recorded
the game wi nning hit and RBI as a
result of her eighth inning hit.
Missouri South~m threatened to
push ' the game further into extra
innings. With one out, a sacrifice hit
by a Lady Lion pushed their runner
from second where she started the
inning to third. The next batter hit
into a double play to relieve the pres-

a

sure on the LaJy Miners.
Senior
outfielder
Kari
Kavanagh was encouraged by the
team 's. performance in Kansas.
"We had a good tournament,"
Kavanaugh said. "We played well
and had a good offense. We beat
Missouri Southern in extra innings,
so that was exciting. Everyone really hit well in that game. I think we
have a lot more depth in our positions
this year. We have a bigger team,
allowing us to have substitutes and
not have everyone play the entire
game. We also have a lot more talent
this season and everyone's working
hard."
The Lady Miners fell to their
second opponent, Columbia College,
nowever, with a score of four runs to
one.
The team hit the ball well, but
could not put anything together
offensively. Seven players recorded
hits on the day including Morris,
Atwood, and.Rachel Helser who was
the only Lady MIner to cross the
plate druing the game.
Freshman Allison West had a
respectable showing on· the mound
allowing six hits and four runs in
seven innings pitched. Two of those
runs were unearned.

Saturday, March 6, started out
well for the Lady Miners, who rolled
over South Dakota State after seven
innings, bringing in ten runs versus
their two runs.
Augustana, one of the top
schools in the league, was the
women's next opponent. The Lady
Miners lost the ball game 4-2, but put
up a valiant effort.
Against South Dakota State the
team recorded II hits and ten runs
scored. Sabrina Greenwell made a
significant contribution to the effort
with her four hits and three RBI's.
Also helping were Darcey Rapp and
Kavanaugh who each had two hits.
Kavanaugh and Kerri Bokath also
added two RBI 's a piece. .
Overall, only two Lady Miners

reached base thanks to a walk and
three struck out.
Pitcher Kisti Curry allowed only
thr~e hits in five innings pitched
allowing only two earned runs. She
sturck out two Lady Jackrabbits and
walked ·one. Her record improved to
4-2.
Curry was solid in the second
game as well, allowing only six hits,
four of which resulted in runs. On the
other side, she struck out four Viking
players while only walking two.
On offense, the Lady Miners
could not put much together. Only
two team members could produce
hits; Knust and Greenwell who
recorded an RBI for her hit as well.
Five UMR'p l ay~rs were walked and
only two went down on strikes.
The Lady Miners' head coach,
Dave Burwell, was pleased with his
team's performance over the weekend.
"Augustana is in the top 20 and
we played them head to head
throughout the entire game. The
team we have out on the field this
year is easily the best team we've had
out there since I've been here," Burwell said.
"I feel we played well this
weekend and we had a very solid
defens.e. One of the high point was
that we started to connect with the
ball this time around. We're already
showing a lot of positive points in our
game. I haven't seen another school
ye t that we can 't compete with."
The Lady M ine;'s next games
are during the St. Pat 's weekend in
Joplin, Missouri on Friday, March
12th and Saturday, March 13th at the
Missouri Southern Tourney.
"I think we' ll really do well this
season," Kavanagh said. "We' re getting used to bei ng back outside after
practicing inside because of the
weather. I definitely think we'll do
better in the conference this year;
we've got several goals mapped out
for the conference and for the tournament at the end of the season."

the later part of the season to surpass
the Miners.
Of the 15 swimmers going to the
meet, four of them are freshmen. Matt
Scott and Jeff Raggett wi ll compete in
the 200-yard butterfly while Mark
Finley is entered in both the 500-yard
freestyle and the 290-yard freestyle.
He will also be participating in both
the 100- and 200-yard backstroke
evnets. Dave Belleville qualified for
four events: the 200-yard and 800yard freestyle relays, the 400-yard
medley relay, and the 100-yard
freestyle. Despite never competing in
a national s meet, none of them are

ten in tenth.
The Miners also claim six swimmers ranked in the top ten in Division
I!. Aside from the tag team in the 200yard butterfly, Belleville is fifth in the
100-yard freestyle and Finley is seventh in the 500-freestyle. Amizic
claims the last spot in the ten best 100yard breaststroke times.
The team finished in the top
three last year and hopes to do the
same this year. "We ' re gonna do pretty good. If everybody swims we ll
we'll get top four,"said Phil Heller.
Belleville agreed. " I hope to do
as well as last year, and I feel that 's
nervous.
possible if we all swim as well as we
"ft's pretty cool. I'm not really can," he said.
nervous. I've been to big meets before
The team has been idle since the
and I feel we can all do reall y well,"- regional meet Feb. 18-20. This break
said Belleville.
from competition has allowed the
Tom Beccue and Kris Leftwich team to be well prepared for nationals.
are both entered in the 50- and 100- The team has tapered their training for
yard feestyle in addition to the relays, this meet. Tapering involves slowly
while Jeff Rueschhoff will participate lowering the yardage swam so that the
only in the 50-yard freestyle event. swimmers are less stressed from
David Nurre will also participate in workouts and more able to perform in
many events. He is currently slatea to the meet.
swim in the 100-, 200- and 500-yard
"I think we're prepared. We have
Ireestyle races. VanJa Uezellc IS done a very good Job trammg and we
entered in the meet in the 200-, 500-, are very healthy. We ' ll do good, .. said
and I ,650-yard freestyle events.
Amizic.
This is not all the swimmers
UMR's main competition, Drury
entered, though. Josh Jolly will partic- and Bakersfield, also have tapered
ipate in 100-yard backstroke with Fin- their swimmers in an effort to make
ley and the 200- and 400-yard medley them faster and score more' points.
relays. Steve Caruso is entered .in This taper will translate into a close
both the 100-yard ·and 200-yard but- meet that may be decided by only a
terfly races and will be assisted by few points.
teammates Scott and Raggett. CurThe Miners · will face a lot of
rently Raggett is ranked fourth among tough competition, however, for whatthe top ten Division II butterfly times ever place they finish . Aside from top
while Caruso is eighth followed close- contenders like Bakersfield and
ly by Scott who is ninth. Caruso is Drury, North Dakota and South Dakoalso entered in the 200-yard individta along with California State Univerual medley along with fellow veteran sity-Davis and Tampa will vie for the
Mark Pearce. Pearce will aslo be com- second and third place trophies.
peting in the 400-yard individual
Bakersfield has finished first or
medley relay.
second in the national meet for the last
Bruno Amizic and Jeremy Evans
13 of 14. Drury won the Division II
will partake in the 100-yard and 200- championships in 1997 and took secyard breas tstroke races.
ond last year to Bakersfield .
All fi ve of the team's relays are
Regardless of their finish in the
ranked in the to p ten times in Division national meet, the ' team has had an
II. The highest ranked relay team is exceptioDal season posting a 2-3 dual
the 800-yard freestyle relay which is meet record. Two of those losses were
riding high with its third place rank- to NCAA Division I Southwest Mising. The 400-yard freestyle team is souri Stateand the other to Drury. The
close behind in fifth place fo.llowed team also took three fi rst places in
by the 200-yard medley relay in ninth
invitational meets and won the
place. The 400-yard medley and 200Mideast' Regional title for the sixth
yard freestyle relays round out the top time in seven years.

1998-99 National Qualifiers
Matt Scott
Jeff Raggett
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. Miner Olympic Feature, Part Seven:

----rga

Olympic Swimming has evolved from it's early stages !
by David Wekesa
Staff Writer

I

Swimming was already established as a
sport in Europe. especiall y England. by the 19th
century. As far back as 1837. regular swimming
competitions where held in London. In 1880.
the Amateur Swimming Association of Great
Britain had a membership of 300 clubs.
The popular stroke then was the breaststroke. Over time. new swimm ing strokes were
graduall y introduced although they were initial
resistances to their introduction. In the inaugural Modem Olympic Games in 1896. swimmi ng
was featured as an Olympic sport.
Swimming strokes that feature in Olympic
and other swimming events have evol ved
through time. In 1844. a group of North Ameri can Indians. who were invited by the swimming
soci ety in England. exhibited a new stroke to the
Eng lish public.
The stroke. which was known as the Flying
Gull and Tobacco. was con siderably faster than
the breaststroke and the predecessor to the crawl.

I

stroke. was not accepted immediately. It was
later introduced 40 years later.
The freestyle stroke. which is the basis of
many swimming competitions today. is a slightIy modified version of the crawl.
At the first Olympic Games. only the
freestyle competition was held. In the second
Olympics in HOO. the

~~~~~tr:sk: ecvoe~~:_as.o

tition.
Breasts troke !

some swimmers passed out or finished rather /
blue in the face. The butterfly stroke. wh ich was
seen as more as a novelty. became an 'event in
1956 Olympics in Melbourne after it proved to
be faster than the breaststroke.
The sport of swimming comes under the
Federation Intemationale De Nation Amateur
(FINA) which is

The main objectives of the organizatioll!
was to establish unified rules for swimm ing.
diving and water polo. to verify world records'
and establish a world record .Iist and to direct
competItions at the OlympIC Games. EIght
European states initially formed FINA. The
number has since grown to cover most of the
current Olympic-participati!)g nations.
In the fi rst Modem Olympic Game. the
men 's swimming events where held in the opeQ
s p 0 r t s • waters at the Bay of Zea. leaving many to the
including whims of nature and thus the quality of compewater polo. tition was lacking.
'-,
diving
and
In the 2000 games in Sydney. with the
synchro ni zed swimming events being held in a.state of the art
swimming.
Olympic Aq uatic center. the swimming pool§
FINA was formed wi ll incorporate features such as temperature
in 1908 in response tq . control. wave killing gutters and lane markers to
. .
the growing popul arity 'of reduce turbu lence. supplemented by timing
the Olympic games in which swimming technology. which gives race results timed tQ
was featured as competiti on. At the time. swim- hundredth of a second.
ming had no universally accepted rules or govIt would be only fair to expect a higher
eming structure. thus FINA was born out of standard of competitio n than in previous
necessity.
Olympic games.

o.
"0

oa~~Oaliln~~hua:~~

_

was made a separate competition in
1904. In the 191 2
'
games. the women's
freestyle was included and
eventually the women 's
competition grew to include
all the regular compet iti on
strokes.
The rules of the breaststroke were changed
so that the swimmers had to swim with there
heads above water after it was observed that

Once again this year the Miner will be sponsoring an 'NCAA Tournament competition; Since betting is illegal
we can't offer you any money bu~ the Miner staff will put their pride and sports knowledge on the line. If you can
beat us ... well you're really good! Below is tournament bracket. If you wish to participate simply fill it out and
return it to the Miner, send your picks to bjn@umr~edu or submit them at www.umr.edu/-miner/NCAA.html by Thursday at 11 a.m. A weighted point system will be used with the point ,reward increasing from 2 points' for a first round
game to 15 points for the championship. You can also see the Miner sports staff .selections on our homepage.
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Did yo u eve r w onde r who's
responsible for the coordination of SI.
Pat's acti vit ies? Whether it 's the
smashing of the "snakes" or the annual parade and coronation, Uni versity
of Missouri-Rolla 's SI. Pat's Commitlee is responsible for the brunt of the
activities. Thus, consideri ng the time
of-year that it is, the SI. Pat's Commitlee is represented as the Miner 's Organization of the Week.
Unlike the usual structure of this
weekly article, I'd first like to give
information about participation in the
St. Pat's Committee, followed by a bit
'.Ipeet a hig
of UMR SI. Pat's history and this
1 in previ
year's upcoming events. The best
way to get more involved in the SI.
Pat's Celebration and influence how
the festi vities are put on is to join the
SI. Pat's Committee. All UMR stulIegal dents are welcome to be part of the
best organization on campus. The St.
can
Pat's Committee not only makes you
d
an important part of the biggest celebration around but also provides
r Thurs
teamwork and leadership skills, the
round two skills all employers are looking
for.
If interested, you may actually
want to stop and talk to SI. Pat's members that sell sweatshirts at the puck.
Feel free to ask whatever you wanl. If
for some reason they can ' t answer
your questions, they will find someone who can. This is also a great way
to meet some new people on a campus
where you need all the friend s you can
get make it through. For those of you
with a more techn ical personality, yo u
can visit the following website to
learn more information: http , I I .J
www.um r .e du /-stpats or use
the e-mai l address: stpats@umr . .J
edu. In fact, the web site also offers
a comments page.

Ro(~o's

The foll owing is a compi lation of
some terms, events and hi story provided by the SI. Pat's Committee.
Hopefull y thro ugh the he lp of this
orga ni zati on (es pec iall y member
Brian Johnson), a ll of your questions
regarding both what the SI. Pat's
Board plays a ro le in and backgro und
about UMR tradi tions.
Snakes
This is the event that kicks off
UMR 's celebration. For the three
days of the invasio n, (Ma rch 1-3)
freshman from vari ous frate rnities
carried shillelaghs (a small tree tru nk
that is decorated w ith th e roots
attached) around campus. T he shillelaghs were used to smash scores of
fake snakes into the ground ; saving
UMR students. The event celebrates
the legend of St. Patrick chasing the
snakes out of Ireland.
Follies (mainly at the puck)
Follies is the first major set of
events of the SI. Pat's Celebration.
The Follies ' events run over a three
day period and are meant to build up
St. Pat's spirit while giving students
laughs. Students participate in events
ranging from sumo wrestling to
"greenest person." On the third day of
Follies there is the official "Arrival of
the SI. Pat's Court," along with a
small ceremony with guest speakers,
followed by the final Follies events.
Gonzo and Games
On Thursday, March I I and Friday, March 12, school is out and
numerous students come to the Fraterni ty Row fi elds for the fun and games.
The two days are fill ed with games,
volleyball , contests, food, drink and
all around fun . During thi s time,
many of the Greek organizations displ ay their Cudgel s (a large tree w ith
its top removed and roots left on; it is

Coronation Ba ll
T he most fornlal event of the fe stivities is Coronation. The St. Pat 's
Court presides over the ceremonies in
thei r full Irish attire. Students selected as honorary St. Pat 's Student
Kn ights kiss the "Blarney Stone" (a
big rock) and are offic iall y knighted
by SI. Patri ck. The SI. Pat's Queen
candidates are also escorted out and
the ' 99 Queen is announced. The ceremoni es will take place in the lav ishl y
decorated Multi-Purpose Building on
Friday, March 12 at 9 :00 p.m. Following the Coronati on, there w ill be a
formal dance for students.
St. Pats Parade
The main event of the celebration is also ironically the event that
draws activities to a close. The parade
will be held the morning of Saturday
March 13 with the parade route proceeding along Pine Streel. Man y
organizations spend countless hours
"pomping" (constructing the fl oats via
thousands of small pieces of tissue
paper) their respective entries.
Overa ll history of St. Pat's
In the spring of 1908, Mizzou
extended an invitation to UMR (then
known as the Mi ssouri School of
Mines) to send a delegate to witness
their ceremonies. As a result, a mass
meeting was held in front of the post
office, where all matters of importance were settled at the time, and a
UM R delegate was selected to serve
at the ceremoni es in Columbia. The
Mine rs, not content w ith the current
situation , decided to ~ s t a bli sh a committee to arra nge a celebration in
Ro lla. However, since March 17 was
a school day, the committee had to

Reviev. Jlnu{vze Tbis a mob stopper

by Justin Sutherland
Reviewer-at-Large
Harold Ramis hits hi s mark
w ith the gangster parody Allalyze
This . But, "Who is Harold Ramis,"
yo u ask?
Ramis is the di rector and cowriter of Allalyze This. (Duh !) And
he is no amateur in the movie biz.
Rather, he is a 2 1 year veteran of acting in and writ ing and directing
comed ies for the big screen-some of
which yo u may recogni ze.
Script-wise, Ram is is credi ted
with Animal House, Caddyshack I
and If, Stripes, Ghostbusters I alld II
and Gro ulldhog Day to name a few.
He has a lso worked behind the camera on Caddyshack and Groull dhog
Day, as well as Natioll al Lampooll S
Vacatioll and Multiplicity.
Whe n he.is not play ing bit parts
in movies he is di rect ing (hi s trade-

mark), Ramis has been known to
take on bigger roles in front of the
screen. Most notab ly are his roles as
Russell Z iskey in Stripes and Dr.
Egon Spangler in the Ghostbusters
series.
The Take:
Paul Vitti (Robert De N iro;
ROllin, Wag the Dog) is a mob boss
in New York City. Rece ntl y he has
been plagued with anxiety attacks a situation his enemies wo ul d interpret as a sign of weakness.
Vitti decides he needs to see a
shrink to take care of his problem
quickly and discretely. As fate wou ld
have it, Vitti's loya l compani on,
Jelly (Joe Vitere lli ; Mafia!, Bllllets
Over Broad\Vay ), had "run into" a
shrink earlier that week. With no
furt her ado, Vitti thrusts hi mself into
the life of psychi atri st Ben Sobel
(B ill y Crysta l; My Giant , DecolI stntctillg Harry ) whether he li kes it

St. Pat's Committee

a lso decorated and carved). Cudge ls
are a lso known to represent SI.
Patrick's spiril.

or not.
Rocko' s 1\vo C ents:
Analyze This is a great parody
of gangster movies that does not
come off in sitcom fas hion . One of
the major fac tors that makes this so
is the chemistry between De Ni ro,
C rystal and Viterelli .
De Ni ro plays a sati ri cal version
of a mo bster as well as he plays the
dramatic version . And Crysta l does
a fi ne job as a frustrated and sometimes neurotic psychiatrist. T he frequent con ni cts between the two
simultaneously bring out the ir characters' personalities a ll fo r the purposes of mayhem and comedy.
Vitere ll i's character is li ke the
g lue that holds the story together.
Wit hou t hi m, most of the sto ry
wou ldn't be possible or as funn y.
Wi tho ut a dou bt, Allalyze This
is well worth the max imum ticket
price-a movie you can' t refuse.

John Key and Joe Bradley open the 1999 St. Pat's Follies
Monday at the Recreation Center. The Follies is one of
many events that the St. Pat's Committee sponsors.
photo by Allan Annaert
meet and make its arrangements in
secret. On March 16, the committee
had their assi stants spend nearl y all
night decorating the huge entrance to
No rwood Hall while taking care of the
night watchman. Other deputies were
busy posting bills around town stating
a holiday for the following day and
requested a ll students to meet the ne xt
morning.
Considera bl e difficult y was
encountered. Many students and faculty were skeptica l. Yet, March 17,
1908, was declared a holiday and on
th e morn ing of the 17th, the first St.

Pat (George Menefee) arrived at the
Grand Central Station and was met by
the crowd anned with shillelaghs and
wearing green sashes. SI. Pat was
escorted to his chariot, in which he
rode to Norwood Hall at the head of a
hastil y arranged parade. Drinking and
partying, along with a concert, followed the knighting ceremony.
Everyone ended the day with a general resolve to continue the celebration
in future years.
March 17 was scheduled as a

See St. Pat's, page 9

Dining In: An event of camaraderie
by David Devillez
Army ROTC
Duty, Honor, Country. These
three words form the focus of what it
means to be an Arm y cadet. However, there are other words, such as
camaraderie and tradit ion, that strike a
vital chord in those destin ed to
become tomorrow 's leaders of our
fi ghti ng men and wo men. Forging the
bonds of teamwork involves not onl y
training and fighting together; it is
also important to laugh and re lax
together. This creates a base of shared
experiences that a llows future officers
to understand and work well with one
another.
For Army ROTC at UMR, one
way to brin g cadets ' together is the
an nual Dining In . This event, held
each spri ng, is an opportuni ty for the
cadets and cadre of Stonehenge battalion to share memories and swap stories over a good meal. Much to the
surpri se of many newer cadets, the
Dining In is also an opportunity to
poke good -natured fun at fellow
cadets and cadre, as well as enjoy a
good laugh at the hu mo rous events of
past trai ni ng exe rcises.
No t all is humor though; the Dining In has an important purpose in
Arm y ROTC, just as it does in the

regular Arm y. The U. S. Army Din ing
has long served as a means of passi ng
along the hi stori es and traditions to
j un ior officers. In Arm y ROTC, the
Dining In is a way of welcoming new
cadets by showing them another side
of the Army, one whose tradi tions
reach back to the first Ameri can Arm y
Dining In, held in September of 1716.
One way of pass ing along the
traditions and histories important to
ROTC is by having a guest speaker.
Thi s year's speaker was Major Greg
Alli son, whose military career
includes time served as Army cadre at
UM R. Many cadets of Stonehenge
battalion remember the posit ive leadershi p example h~ set while at UMR
and owe many of their mili tary skills
to his efforts. At this year's Din ing In ,
Major Allison spoke abo ut his time as
a j unio r officer and the importance of
giving your best effort in service to
one 's unit and to one 's count ry. UMR
Army ROTC wo ul d like to thank
Major Allison for atte nding the t999
Din ing In and sharing hi s past ex peri ences and lessons leamed.
For the cadets and cadre of
UMR ' s Stonehenge batta li on, thi s
year's Din ing In was a resounding
celebration of trad itio n and camarader ie. May next year 's Dini ng In be
an even greater success !
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KMNR Top 15:
by Trish Gregg

~:Ob~B~~~S; !~~,~;".~,Og.!.?f,~~, ~w~, ~,Iack Terror reviewed l 9!

KMNR Music Director
#

BA 0 - album - (label) I Sounds Like

BUR I G AIRL I ES - Mission Control!
(Desoto) I Jawbox
2
MK ULTRA - The Dream is Over (Anichoke) I Progressive An Pop
VARIOUS ARTISTS - Songs for the Jetset
II (Jetset) I Retro 60's Pop very catchy
4
BUILT TO SPILL - Keep It Like A Secret
(Warner Bros.) I Modest Mouse, Pavement,
eil Young
JIMMY EAT WORLD - Clarity (Capitol) I
Sense field , Sunny Day Real Estate, Knap
sack
6
FIFTY TONS OF BLACK TERRROR Demeter (Beggars Banquet)
7
SEBADOH - The Sebadoh (Sub Pop/Sire) I
Silkworm, Pavement, Spoon
SATISFACT - The Third Meeting at the
Th ird Counter (k)
9 TH E GLORIA RECORD - Sit (Crank l) I
M ineral l Mellow and sedate
10 POSTER CHILD RE - ew World Record
(S pinan)
II MXPX - Let It Happen (Tooth & Nail) I
Limp, Chix Digg it, Less than Jake I poppunk
12 VARIOUS ARTISTS - Pop Romantique
(Emperor onon) I French Pop Class ics

CD reviews:
by Kevin Jacobson
Verve Writer
ow I wi ll attempt to write fo r
week two of my music reviews. As
everyone knows, it is the day before
St. Pat 's and I am sure no one is reading this. So, I will make thi s brief so
everyone can get back to doi ng whatever they were doi ng befo re.
Rating system : ••••• rea ll y
••• decent
• j ust like
good
everything else in Roll a

"The Slim Shady Lpn, Emil/ em ••
In case you don 't know, LP

14

IS

Verve Writer
Last week a ceremony was hosted by the academy to present awards
to people in the film industry. Don't
worry, it wasn't the Grand ceremony.
It was the Oscar awards, fo r those who
have played an imponant role in making film-making an extraordinari ly
easy task. These awards were presented to the outsta nding technicians
who have Invented some systems for
easy camera rolling, speCia l efrects,
light arrangements and many other
technical ac hievemen ts in fi lm makIng. They deserve it. It is for them
that many fi lms are possibly so realistic.
With last week's nom inations,
we Contin ue with some other major
categones of the Academy Awa rds
1999
Best Pic ture
El1:abelh

Vo l. I (Touch and Go) I Instrumental
Meta llMath Rock
PI EHURST KIDS - Minnesota Hotel (4
Alarm) I Get Up Kids, Rocket Fro m the
Crypt/pop-punk
SPARKLEHORSE - Good Morning Spider
(Capitol) I Cracker, Vic Chesnutt, Ee ls

At the end of you r schooling here at UMR,
how will you remember Roll a? This past week I
was pleasantly impressed when arou nd 100 students attended KM R's free ska show in Centennial Hall. Pain, an eight piece "punk-poprock band with horns" from Tusea lusa, Alabama, stopped in Rolla on thei r way to Seatt le to
stretch thei r legs and pl ay some tunes for the
kids. Their 70 minute set consisted of old
favorites off of their CDs "Migi t's With Guns"
and "Wonderfu l Beef ' and some new songs that
arc "insanely upbeat and poppy."
Sebadoh (The Sebadoh):
Sebadoh mixes the power of diny Seattle
indie rock sound with more eclectic innuences,
such as blues and fo lk. It 's a shift fro m the thin
sounds of indie rock or the in-your-face aggression of pun k that have been so popul ar recently
with bands such as Li mp Bizkit. The Sebadoh
offers upbeat num bers with a confident, forceful
drum beats, intricate gui ta r stylings and Lou
Barl ow's desperate vocals. Sebadoh has pro-

st

~

somber, melodi es heard on th ei r
previous CDs (o f whi ch there are
seven full length) to a more rocking and less folksy sound. They
rock pretty hard, yet never distract from the underlyi ng
melodies. You can hear indie
rock on the fo ll owing shows:
Scrore (Sunday oon to 3 p. m.),
Trish (Monday 2:30 p.m. - 5:30
p.m .) and Mat&Troy (Friday 2:30
p.m. - 5:30 p.m.).

meowhodel
pUS from the
were held la
and hisCout

SO Tons of Black Terror (Demete r)
(Rev iewed
By Jaso n
Kwiatkowski):
What do yo u do when 50
Tons of Bl ack Terror come rolling
dow n th e street towards you?
You get out of the way, or feel
some PAIN. One of the loudest,

most visceral sounding releases of B ' It t S '11
rt
WB R
d
late, 50 TOBT hit you with the
UI
0
PI
cou esy
ecor S
force of, well, 50 to ns. With punk and other if you were completely frustrated and feeling a
more noisy-bl ues tinged undeno nes, this CD ri ps little bit hateful. Fans of Big Black, Jon Spenct!
thro ugh eardrums and annoys nei ghbors. A dou- Bl ues Ex plosion, and crusty ind ustrial punk
ble CD, the second CD actuall y contai ns a few music take note. For a selection of similarl y dis·
remixes of songs fro m the fi rst CD in an ind u.;- turbing noise, liste n during these shows : Jason
:trial Nine Inch NailslK MFDM style. Wh il e I (Sunday 9 p.m. - Midnight), April (Tuesday
wo uldn' t recommend listening to this release Midn ight - 3 a.m.) and Josh (Wednesday 2:30
before you go to bcd, it wo uld suit you j ust well p.m. - 5:30 p.m.).

The songs are very catch y and
might grow on you, but if you are
easil y offended, don ' t bu y thi s
record. If you aro into music by Dr.
Ore, who produced this album and
Snoop and so on, th is album is probably for you. You can get excerpts of
songs
on
the
web
at
h t tp, / / www . em i n e m.com.
" Happy Pills" , Calldlebox •
I have to admit a bit of a bias
here, I have never liked Candlebox . I
tried to j udge th is album fairl y, but I
think all there songs sound like the
same whining over and over.
For thei r thi rd album, Candle-

box has recruited new drum mer Dave
Krussen . It still sounds the same to
me. With the exception of the title
track, the songs aren ' t catch y and the
lyrics are less than exc iting. The best
pan of the CD is the jacket an, and
even that is med iocre at best.
If, fo r some reason, yo u like
Candlebox and you want to hear
some of th is musical fodde r, the Maveri ck we bsite has samples. The
address is http' / / www.ma ve.J
rickrc . com.
" Words Become Worms", Love in
Reverse • •
Th is is the best of the three. But

I
I

that's not saying much. This is the
sophomore album for the ew Jersey
based trio. It definitely sounds like a
~o ph omore efron .
There is nothing that I heard on
th is album that is remarkable. The
mu sic sounds Iike bad Depeche
Mode songs. Love in Reverse claims
to be a pretty hard band, but their
music is abo ut as hard as children 's
lullabies. You can check for yo urself
~
http : // www . l o veinrevJ

Life is BeauliJi"
Elda Ferri and Gianlu igl Braschi
Agai n a dra ma, which is set in
Europe d uring Worl d War II , has
caused ri pples among the Academy
judges. Robeno Benlgni di rects and
stars in thiS award-winning film .
Benignl , who plays an optimistic JewIsh man, fa ll s In love and lives happ'ly. A fter several years of marriage, he

and his son are deponed to a concentra tion camp duri ng the war. Th is picture ponrays the boldness and imagina tion of a father to protect hi s son
from the oppression. Beni gni has created a sel f- liftin g effect in th e picture.
Savillg Privale Ry all
Steven Spielberg, Ian Bryce, Mark
Gordon and Gary Levinsohn
Anot her World War II movie, it
is a action/advenrure film due to the
intense prolonged rea listica lly graphic
sequences of the war. Tom Hanks
plays an Arm y captain who IS tasked
to lead seven men into occupied territory to save the last son of a mother
who has already lost three sons. The
last son is played by Matt Damon of
Good Will HUlIling. This is a Steven
Spielberg film which brings It closer
to winning the awa rd.
Shakespeare ill LO I'e
DaVid Parfin, Donna Gigliotti , Harvey Weinstein , Edward Zwick and

Marc Nomlan
Joseph Fi en nes stars in th is
romant ic comedy, set in Londo n 1593,
about the strugg ling playwright Will
Shakespeare. Fienn es is suffering
fro m writer 's block and can' t seem to
complete his latest work, Romeo and
Elhel, Ihe Pirale S Daughler, unt il
Fiennes sets his Sights on the beautiful
Gwyneth Paltrow. He fa ll s In love
with her and ultimately love prod uces
the fin est work by unleashing hiS creativity.
The Thill Red Lille
Robert Michae l Geisler, John
Roberdeau and Grant Hill
World War II has been the set for
many movies th is year.
This
action/adventure picture is a adaptation of James Jones' 1962 novel by
Terrence Malick . It is a story of an
Arm y Rine company moving In to
relieve Manne Units dunng the World
War II battle of Guadal canal The
ho rrors of the war have created more
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by Cor; L

Once again, all th ree were completely disappoint ing albums. I will
try next week to select better CDs for

UMRTEI

next week 's column.

Best Picture and Best Director Nominations

Alison Owen, Eri c Fellner and Ti m
Bevan
This drama film based on Elizabet h I, the iron will ed Queen of England, played by Cate Blanchell, is a
major contender fo r this year 's Best
Pictu re. Elizabeth uses her resil ience
and will to break the shack les and set
herself free from a male dominated
ruling class in 1554. Imprisoned by a
half sister, Elizabeth sets herself free
and comes to power at the age of 23 .
The breath taki ng directi ng by
Shekhar Kapur is a imponant parameter of th is picture.

•

St. Pat'
festJllnesarl
So3ke iol'dS·
lIeek, desp
special thanl

Love in Reverse the best out of these three
stands fo r Long Pl ay record . I' m sure
everyo ne has seen the video fo r "My
arne Is." It gets played every hour
on MTY. Well the song is a bit different on the album.
As you probabl y guessed, the
album version has a bit rougher language. It also has a lot more da rk
content. This j ust proves the point
tha t if the tune is catchy, MTV will
play anything.
The album is fi ll ed wi th songs
that are very catchy. It is also fi lled
wi th lyrics about drugs, sex and
ki ll ing people. It almost fit s the bi ll
of gangsta rap, not bad for a white
guy from Detroit.

Academy Awards 1999:
by Harshal Deshpande

I

stro nger bonds than that of a fa mily
The star-studded cast is a major attrac·
lion of the fi lm.

I

Best Directing
Life is BeauliJi"
Robeno Benigni
A Iready known around the
world, thi s Ita lian ac to r, writer and
di rector, is known fo r his uniqu e style
Some of his fa mous films baek home
are JohllllY Slechill o, Th e Lillie De"il
and The MOllsler. It will be very hanl
for Robeno Benlgni to win against the
might of Steven Spielberg. He has I
chance of winning for the best forelgJI
film . He is already nomi nated in so
many categories, that he is sure to wio
in a coup le of them.
Savillg Privale Ryan
Steven Spiel berg
Th is is the one to beat. With
extraordinary and unforgettable 20

See Oscars, page 9
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Update

9rganizational
St.

Pat's

by Brian Johnson
St. Pat's Committee
St. Pat's is here!! Thi s year's
festivities are alread y well underway.
Snake invasion wen t very well last
week, despite changing wea ther.
Special thanks go out to all the freshmen who defended ou r beloved campus from the snakes. Court electi ons
were held last Thursday and St. Pat
and his Court have proceeded to take
their place at the head of the celebration. We've seen two days of Follies
at the Puck, and some great participation from all the student organizations. Be sure to go to the Bandshell
today at noon to witness the arrival
of St. Pat and his Court. The third
day of Follies will immediately follow Court's arrival.
Tomorrow kicks off Gonzo &
Games at Fraternity Row fields.
Remember, Gonzo cups are required
for admission. You can pick up your
Gonzo cup in advance for $3, or buy
oile at the gate for $5. No personal
vehicles will be allowed to come
onto Fraternity Row during the festivities. There will ' be a shuttle bus
service to transport spectators and
participants from campus to the
games and back. Stops for the
busses are: in front of Lambda Chi
Alpha fratemity (1705 Pine St), the
Electrica l Engineering parking lot (at
Pine & 15th St) and at the comer of
State & 8th St. Be sure to show up at
one of these locations to catch a ride

Day

to the fie lds.
This year 's Gonzo & Games
promises to be lots of fun. Both days
wi ll feature li ve music. On T hursday, Anodine wi ll be playi ng, and
Friday w ill feature Blues You Can
Use fro m II a.m. until 2 p.m. and
Wawa from 2 p.m. until the close of
games at 5 p.m. There are a number
of new events this year, including
horseshoes and ultimate frisbee on
T hursday, and the

box balance and pillow fighting on
Friday. Don't forget, the St. Pat's
Engineering Contest sponsored by
Student Council wi ll take place during Thursday 's events at I p.m.
Come on out and witness your fellow
engineers' creativity as they show
off their snake killing devices. In
case of inclement weather, the games
will be moved to the student Recreation Center in Multi-purpose, and
plenty of notification wi ll be given.
Friday night brings one of the
major events.of St. Pat's - the Coronation Ball. The Ball w ill be held at
9 p.rn. in the Multi-Purpose building.
This year's Ball will feature the live
music of Swing Cat Swing from St.

•

IS

here!

Lo uis. The Knighting Ceremony a nd
the c rowning of the Queen of Love
"and Beauty will take place during the
Bal l. Be sure to put on your finest
duds and come on out and dance the
night away.
Saturday morn ing brings the
parade dow n Pine Street at II a.m.
Be sure. to come out and see this
yea r's floats and oth er entries celebrati ng the theme "Blockbusters of
the Sil ver Screen." Foll ow ing the
parade, at abo ut 12:30 p.m., there
wi ll be an on-campus barbecue at the
Puck with plenty of free food for
UMR students. Be sure to stop by
the Puck on yo ur way home from the
parade and chow down, compliments
of the St. Pat's Committee.
Saturday night brings the main
event: World Legion Wrestling. Trot
on down to the Multi-Purpose Building at 6 p.m. to witness 16 exciting
matches of professional wrestling.
Between matches, awards will be
presented to the winners of St. Pat 's.
Tickets are available at the UMR
ticket window. - Gold circle tickets
cost $23, ringside seats cost $ I 9 and
general admission is $ 10. UMR Students recieve $2 off general admission price.
Remember, all week you can
pick up your St. Pat's merchandise
all over town. You ' d better hurry.
we've already sold out of many '
items, and the rest are going fast!
Hey UMR, there's only one day until
the BEST EVER, let's get fired up!

UMR TECHS: Be aware of date rape drugs
by Cori Lock
UMRTECHS
Rohypnol, GHB and Ketamine.
You may have heard these referred to
as Roofies, Roche, Roachies, La
Rocha, the forget pill, R-Z, Rope,
Stupifi or Shays. These are some
examples of drugs that are used for
date-rape.
The first of th ese, Rohypnol, is
in tablet (orm and meant to be ingested orally, usuall y in a drink. It is
odorless, colorless, tasteless, dissolves quickl y into drinks and works
within 20-30 minutes; however,
effects can last eight hours or more
depending on dosage. It is similar to
Valium, but is 10 times stronger.
Rohypnol is effecti ve in any drink,
including water.
However, it
becomes extremely dangerous w hen
mi xed with alcohol, narcotic drugs
and/or other central nervous system
depressants.
The combination can fata l. The
drug is usuall y excreted from the
body within 24 hours. Rohypnol is
a prescription drug used in other
countries as a pre-anesthetic before
surgery and for people wi th severe
sleep d isorders. It is illegal in the
United States; its use in the US is a
federal dru g offense. It is a small
white pill which is sing le or cross-

scored on one side with "ROCH E"
and "I " or "2" encircled on the other.
Rohypnol can be found in every part
of the United States. The drug is
mo,t common in the southern and
eastern parts of the country. However, official reports indicate that it has
found its way to the midwest.
GHB (Gamma-Hydroxybutyerate) is a clear odorless liquid w ith a
salty tas te when mi xed w ith a drink.
Effects start wi thin a few minutes of
drinking the liquid and can last fo r
several hours, depending on the
amount ingested.
Other names
include Liquid Ecstasy, Liquid X,
Grievous Bodily Harm, GB H or
Georgia Home Boy. Ketamine can
be in liquid, powder, or tablet form
and is more commonly known as
Special K.
There are several telltale signs
that an individual has been drugged:
Rohypnol can cause visual disturbance, dizziness. drowsiness, confusion , slowed heartbeat, decreased
respiratory effort, unconsciousness,

seiz ure-like activity, coma or amnesia. GHB decreases inhibitions, may
cause drowsi ness, deep unresponsive
sleep, respiratory arrest and may be
fatal in combination w ith a lcohol or
other drugs. Ketami ne distorts the
sense of balance, time judgement and
the ability to communicate. It can

cause blurred vision, the feeling of
disorientation, excessive trembling;
and, one may even experience hallucinations or loss of consciousness. If
a person appears .to be disproportionately intoxicaied in relation to the
amount of alcohol consumed, they
may have unknowingly ingested a
drug. Someone who has been sedated may experience sudden trouble
with motor coordination,
Awareness is your best defense.
Here are a few suggestions for red ucing your ri sk of drug-related rape:
'Do not accept drinks from
anyone ' you don' t know well and
trust. Better yet, get the drink yourself.
' If you are accepting a drink,
make sure it's from an unopened
container and that yo u open it yourself.
' Do not put yo ur drink down
and leave it unattended.
'Use the "budd y system" and
a lways ' attend parties or clubs with a
friend .
' If you are engaged in conversation where yo ur attention might be
averted, put your hand over your
drink.
For more information, feel free
to contact UMR's Health Educator at
341-4225 or Student Hea lth Services
at 34 I -4284.
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StuGo Minute: Thanks for voting!
by Julie Crow

Student Council
Thanks to everyone who voted
for Student Counc il President last
week. We had a great turn out-the
percentage topped the one from last
year. We were excited to see this,
because to StuCo, this means that the
students are concerned with what's
going on at UMR and who is leading
their campus. The new president wi ll
have more support when talking to the
administrators. New officers wi ll be
elected at the Student Council meeting on March 30.
Student Cou nci l is accepting
applications for committee chairs for
the 1999-2000 school year. Being a
committee chair g ives students excellent leadership experience. It is a lso a

Oscars

great way to get mo re involved on
campus, effect student li fe and develop your professiona l skills through
dea ling with the admi ni stration .
Appli cations wi ll be accepted until
April 2 and interviews will be held the
fo ll owing week.
If you need help with your
income taxes, contact the Studen t
Council office. We have trained volunteers who can help you to file properl y. To make an appointment, stop
by 202 University Center West or email stuco@umr.edu.
The lawyer will be available in
the Walnu t Room of UCW on April I
at 2:30 p.m. He offers free legal assistance and advice. Appointments are
not take n, so you should probably
arri ve a few minutes early to get in
line.
and delightful. He has given this
film his best shot.

From page 8
minute opening footage of the 0Day invasion, producer/director
Steven Spielberg has scored another
World War II winner with Saving
Private Ryan. With perfect emphasis on the cruelties of WWII and a
capricious selection of. who
lives and who dies, the master
director has brought to vivid
life a powerful and impressive depiction of combat.
The film is as much an experience we live through as a
film we watch on the silverscreen.

Shakespeare in Love
John Madden
Just as Frank
Capra said in 1939,
" Don 't make the best
film of your life the
same year Selzi nck
decides to make Gone with the
Wind," Madden shouldn ' t have
made this movie the same year when
Saving Private Ryan was made. He
made a per.fect film whic.h is romantic, funny and dramatic. The movi e
is beautifully acted, directed and
written. The story is a lso fabulou s

St. Pat's
From page 7
regular schoo l holiday the follow ing
year. Also, at the senior meeting on
March 7 of the same year, it was
decided that the j unior class would be
put in charge of putting on future St.
Pat's ce lebrations. The St. Pat's
Board was officially created in 1930,
taking over the junior clas duties.
T hey even managed to make a ten

Lool)in~ for

Th e Thill Red Lille
Terrence Malick
With so many WWII movies in
contention it is likely that only one
of those would walk away with the
Best Picture and Best Director prize.
The gifted Terence Malick has given
a power.ful film that is lyrical and haunting.
But,
again, it wi ll have a tough
time to wrest the award
from other WWII movies.
He has a better chance of
winning the Best Writer
prize.
The Trumall Show
Peter Weir
With a hi story
of consi stentl y brilliant work, Weir
has met with
both
critical
and popular
success. Though it was not surprising for this film to get a nomination
it will be hard for him to get through
the barri ers set by others in thi s category. This film is not even nominated in the Best Picture category
which puts the Oscar for Directing
out of hi s reach.
dollar profit in their first year.
In 1991 , the unfortunate death of
a member ended the traditional St.
Pat 's Board along with an 83 year old
tradition. A small group of Board
members, who were determined not to
let the tradition die, form ed a new
group with new members. The ne w
St. Pat's Committee was formed near
the end of 199 I. The Committee is
doi ng well with growing support and
participation every year:

extra mone~?

The Verve section of The Missouri Miner is looking for
enthusiastic, creative and "vervacious" writers. If you want to
join in the fun and make some good money in the process, email Jeffrey Leong at leong@umr . edu and come to The
Missouri Miner's weekly meeting on Thursdays at 4:30 p.m.
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1-TOPPING PIZZA
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21 and over after 7 pm
112 W. 8th Street
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Coronation Ball onies in UMR
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Professional wrestling in UMF ' an

KMNR 25th Anniversary Concert, Third Coast Seven
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lst erguard
EDWAI~D $TROI K
; MEAN

I

Guard

P ATR ICK R OT H

RYi\N t EE

"I

"HE MAy LOOK BETTER THAN ME,

HAVE TO LEAVE

HE MAY BE ,SMARTER THAN ME, HE

HE G ROTTO?"

GET UP AROUND

BED AROUND

Guard

\\TI),.-;ON
7,

9, 1 DON'T

li'.

TIMOTHY

GET OUT OF
WORRY

MAY H AVE MbRE MONEY THAN BE ,

ABOUT ' NOTH I NG 'CAUSE WORRYING

HE MAY BE MORE ATHLETIC THAN

1$ A WA.'J1E OF MY TIME."

CAl,I.;\Hr\N

"ROSES ARE RED.
BLUE .

V IOI.ETS ARE

I'M A SCH IZOPHRENI C ...
AND

so

AM

I."

ME. . . UH , WHAT WA..... MY PO I NT?"
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"00

MOM

Trumpetee r
J (~,'II'I I LEE iV\c L\I N

Lr\J''' r)(~

tlliD I,EW

"THANK G O D FOR HANDRA I l.S!!!"

D.

VCl('/ZHEE:'

IlMAv GOD, CHIVALRY, BROTHERHOOD, AND EXCELLENCE I N ALL

YOU HAVE THE TIME TO LI S-

T HI NGS BE OUR GU I DE-"

TEN TO ME WHINE ABOUT NOTHING

================,

AND EVERYTHING ALI. AT ONCE?"

LEN BF EVENTS

,March ,

12TH & PINE 364-3311
. RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

wi ll arrive at the bandshell;

Pars

vilion on th e comer of Eighth
JI1town Rolla-

Look for St. Pat's
Parade Day
Specials
*Burgers and
Brats'"

rtight in UMR's Gale Bullman ,
l Oth andmshop in Rolla.

,5 p.m. :he Frat ernity Row fields.

ch 12
m. - st. on the Fraternity Row field
nation B lonies in UMR's Gale Bullman

sa
p.m. -

ih 13
Ie Street in Rolla

ling in U lman Multi-Purpose Building
18St seven Young at Centennial Hall

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
T~KE

ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OHBABY!!!

orrA.COS ~ B"t:7Fl.R.:Iorros
Friday 11:30-2:00

Orb,./117' St. Pat's Early

BEER

.LA:R<il1 saEC'flON ~ MICROS. lMf'OIlS'

SPIRITS • WINE
.~.c.tl!

tMf'ORfG()·

KBGS
·OOMSSOC & IMPORtED·

HOME BREW SUPPLIES
WI. ApprtciDlt YlIUI Business
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Comics / Diversions
NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DOWN
1 Region
2 Water aircraft
3 SklUed person (suf.)
4 Near
5 Make happy
6 Central part of church
7 Female sheep
8 Small man's in~ials
9 Surprised expression
10 Shake violently
11 Canned fish
16At rest
17 Read quickly
20 Wise
22 Top
25 Go in
26 Small portion
27 Small b~e
28 Rodent
_-+-~ 29 Faintly lighted
31 Picnic pest
.
--4--4----l 33 Male pronoun
34 43,560 sq. ft .

-+-~-4--~ 36 Washed by waves

37 Better than
39 I{erived or coming from

\N\.'%
L£\ I ~

73
DAYS

Gm 1<> DO ('o~~\\-\IN& ,0

OUR PUBLIC. IMI>&b- I

I~YRO'i1'
0\""m\..\""~w, <;,0

I/>-\(\O \\-\" R~S00RC.IO.S 0\.)1 OfN\.JRSING "'NO ~T·D? Cl>-RIO. ~NO
PUT rI 11'110 W'II'-R\ lbING ...

UNTIL. ..

32 Bet
33 Smack
34 Association (abbr.)
35 Preparing golf ball
36 Direct an arrow
37 Eight singers
38 Tiers
40 Completely true
41 Egyptian sun god
43 Musical note
44 Female suffIX
45 Greek (abbr.)
47 Collection of poems
49 Lettuce preparation
51 lion
52 Southern state
55 To the inside
56 Direction (abbr.)
57 Able to gain entry

EPISODE 1

.ftIANI1NWNAII

ApPEAR ON

HORO-5(OPE-5
D't; Boris and Natasoa
- Aries (March 21 - April 19): It's time to put away your broomstick and
stop beirig a witch. St. Pat's is coming up and you won't make any new
friends with the attitude you've had lately.

ht tp :./ /www-persGnal. umich .,edu/ -pfa/bald. html

Libra (September 23 - October 22): You've been feeling very sick
lately. Don't worry, it's only scabies. Some good cream and they'll go
away soon.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): One of your Libra friends has
scabies. They really need you during this hard time. Dori't be embarrassed by them. Love them.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20): You missed out on a great party last
weekend. Why are you sad? St. Pat's is here. Go out and have a good
time.

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): You need to get a more
comfortable pillow.. Feather pillows will help your neck ache and are big
enough to share with someone if you have a good St. Pat's. :)

Gemini (May 21 - June 20): You've been really testy lately. RELAX!
It 's time to party, now go do it.

Capriwrn (December 22 - January 19): You ' re worried about people
invading your personal space at parties. You need to re-adjust your St.
Pat's attitude. The only reason to go to parties is to finally have someone in your personal space.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22): Ever wonder about the bad karma that
comes with the sign CANCER Go to the doctor, it's time for a mammogram.
Leo (July 23 - August 22) : You sp.end too much time on yo ur computer. Leave your room and enjoy real life, or as close as we get here in this
tqwn.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22): These are trying times for Virgos.
Don 't let people drift away from you. Let them know they' re still
important and we' re sure they'll say the same about you.

ALLIEDSIGNA
InrerviewDale:
httP )/"'''· '
Schedule No: 76:
Position: 'Full·1
i.Dc3,ion: OlaW
Minimum GPA:
GradO"" IVO

Sign·UpMemod
AEROM
PRE·RECRUm
DATE: Marth 4

ANSWERS

14

Inltl"'itw Dale.

httP'''''''''' ·.
Schedule No: 7)1
position: ' Full·1
l.DCation: llhno<
Minimum GPA:
~rad Da,e: OilO
StaI US: Arth'C
Sign.UP Memod
ELEC B
MECHM
THIS ISACOl

Status: Atlh't

41 Wife of a rajah
42 At another time
44 Dash
45 Hereditary un~
46 Chestnukolored horse
46 Craft
50 High card
51 Part of face
53 At
54 Behold

PAGE

ADVANCED C

Information on J}

_....1..._..l----l_-1 40 Gaze

ACROSS
1 Largest continent
5 Direction (abbr.)
8 Diplomacy
.
12 Quiet; not working
13Rule
14 You (archaic)
15 Dine
16 House overflangings
18 Girrs name
19 News agency (abbr.)
20 Glut
21 Westem state (abbr.)
23 Southern state (abbr.)
24 Rent
26 S. African tribe
28 Scope
29 Noise
30 Southern state (abbr.)

FuJl-~
:...:----

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18): . Don 't worry about the icy
weather. St. Pat's is going to be great for you. You ' ll go to the biggest
parties and meet someone special and then you'll wake up the next day
and not remember their name and curse YOl;rself for drinking too much,
but by Sunday, yo u' ll laugh it off as a great St. Pat's story.

ARCOCONSTI
Inten'iewDale:
http, //_ .i
ScheduleNo:7l
Position: 'Full·i
i.Dc3tion: SLLo
Minimum GPA:
Grnd D"e: 05/0
Stalus:Acth'e
Sign·Up Memod
CIVLB
Deadline forsubl
BANDAG, INC
Inlfl1'iewDate:
http J/ww .J

Schedule No: 77
Position: ' Full:
Localion: Muse
Minimum GPA:
Grad Da,,: OilO
Stalus: Active
Classification: ~
Sign·Up Method
CHE B
EMANM
PRE·RECRUITI
sUbmittingresun
C&R MECHAl
Interview Date:
Schedule No: 69
Position: ' Full."
Loc"ion: SL u
Minimum GPA:
Grnd Da,,: Oi/(
Status: Acrh't
Sign·Up MC(hoc
MECHB
OPEN SIGN.UI
CATERPILLA
Inten'iewDate:
ht tp )/.""
SChedUle No: 7~
POSition: 'Sum
Loc"ion: p", .
MinimUmGPA"

G~d Da'e:

Pisces (February 19 - March 20): Try typing without your right pinky
finger. It 's hard .

wi

CU<zenship: U'
ClasSification' :
St.tUS:Acti,~ .
S'gn·UP M L.
CHEB C(,,,,
o"dline forsut

larch 10, 199
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- - - -E mployment- -- Full-Time/ Summer
ADVANCED CA DICAM SERVI CE
Interview Da te: 03/16/99 \2 :00: 00 AM
http://www.accs - usa.com
Schedule No: 754

C ON TECH CONSTRUCTION PROD UCTS INC.
Int er view Date : 03/ 16/99 12 :00 :00 AM
h t tp: // www.contech - cpi. c o m
Sc hedu Ie No: 559

Position: *Full-Time: Mechanical Engr; Mechan ical Designer: DClailcr; EJe"ctricai Engr

Position: ·Full -Time: Sales Engineers
Location: Nationwide

Location: Ill inois
Minimum GPA : 2.0
Grad Date: 0510 1/9912:00:00 AM to 12/01 /99 12:00: 00 AM
Statu s: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
M EC H B
ELEC B
ELEC M
MEC H M
MET B
M ET M
TH IS IS A CONTRACT CO MPANY
in fom13lion on position ava ilable in 301 Norwood Hall D~adlinc for submitting resumes: March 11 - 8:00 a.m.

Status: Active

ALLI EDS IGNAL AEROS PACE
Interview Da te: 03/ 16/9912 :00:00 AM

CRAWFORD, MURPHY & TILLY, INC.
Int erview Date : 04/08/99 12 :00 :00 AM

http.//www.al liedsignal.com

http.//www.cmtengr.com
Sched ule No: 569
Position : -Full-Time: Entry Level Transportation Engr; Entry Level Environmental Engr.
Location: St. Louis, MO; Springfield, IL; A urora, IL; Rockford IL
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05101 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Statu s: Active
Sign-Up Method : PRS-Open
CIVL B
C IVLM
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18

Schedule No: 765

Posi tion: *Full -Time: Strategic Sourcing Team-Leadership Development Program
Location: Olathe, KS
Mi nimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12/0 I198 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign -Up Method : Manual
AERO M
EMAN M
PRE-RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Monday, March 15 - 7:00 p.m. 208 Norwood Hall OPEN SIGN -UP
DATE: March 4 - 8:00 a.m.
ARC O C O NSTR UCT ION C O M PANY
Interview Date: 03/30/99 12 :00 :00 AM

ley'll go

:nds has
embar-

amore

md are big

Deadline for submitting resumes: February 23

http . //www.jobweb.org/employer/unitedmc.htm
Sched ul e No: 623

Position: · Full -Time & Summer Intern: Sales Engineer
Location: Various Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 12101 /9812 :00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Ci tizenship: USIPerm On ly

Classification: Sr
Status: Active

Gr. Stu.

Sign-Up Method : Manua l
ClVL B
EMAN B

BANDAG, INC
Interview Date: 04/08/99 12:00 :00 AM

h ttp .//www.bandag.com
Schedule No: 773
Position: ·Full -Time & Summer Intern : R&D Engineer
Location: Muscatine, IA
Minimum G PA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/01/00 12:00:00 AM to 12/01/02 12:00 :00 AM
Sta tu s: Active
Gr. Stu .
Classification: So
Jr
Sr
Sign -Up Method : PRS-Open
EMANB
CHE B
C HEM
EMANM
PRE-RECRUlTMENT MEETING: Wednesday, Ap ril 7 - 7:00 p.m.
submittin g resumes: March 18 -8:00 a. m.

Sign-Up Method: PRS-FC FS
C IVL B
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Monday, March IS - 6:30 p.m. Meramee Room

UN ITE D MCGI L L CO RPORATIO N
Inte rview Date: 03/1 0/991 2:00 :00 A M

h t t p.//www.ARCOL.com
Schedule No: 73 1
Positi on: *Full -Time: Project Manager
Location: SI. Lo uis, MO
Mini mum G PA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/0 1/99 12:00 :00 AM to 08/01 /9912 :00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
C IVL B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 9

"j sick

Minimum G PA : 2.45
Grad Date: 05101 /9912 :00 :00 AM to 08/0 1/9912 :00 :00 AM
C itizenship: USIPemlOnly

MECH B
Students interviewi ng should pick up packet of company information in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 17

Gateway to Careers
Job Fair
Location to be announced Deadline fo r

Thursday , March 25, 1999
9 am. - 3 p.m.

C&R M ECH AN ICAL C O M PANY
Interview Da te: 03/10/99 12 :00:00 AM
Schedule No: 698

Position: ·Full -Time: HVAC Project Engineer
Location: St. Louis, MO

ut people
your St.
e some-

e icy
~ biggest
next day
)0 much,

ght pinkY

Minimum GPA : 2.5
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00 :00 AM to 12/01 /99 12:00:00 AM

Statu s: Active
Sign-Up Method : Manual
MECH B
OPEN S IGN-UP DATE: February 23 - 8:00 a.m.
CAT ERPILLAR C O M PAN Y
Interview Da te: 03/30/9 9 12:00 :00 AM

http . //www.CAT.com
Schedule No: 784
Position: ·Summer In tern: Chemica l Engin eering
Location: Peoria, IL
Mini mum GPA : 2.8
G rad Date: 12101199 12:00:00 AM to 12/01 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenshi p: USlPerm Only
Gr. Stu .
Sr
Classificati on: So
Jr
Status: Active
Sign -Up Method : PRS-Open
CHE B
Deadline for submitting res umes: March 16 - 8:00 a.m.

Register at your Career Center
$5 Pte-Reglstratlon by Nlan:h 18
$10 Reglstratlon at the Door

Held on the campus of
University of Mlssoufi..St.Louls
MIff{ Twain 8ulldlng
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Interview Date: 03/30/99 12 :00:00 AM

DANA CO RPORATION
Interview Date: 03/18/99 12 :00:00 AM
Schedule No: 782

http://www.hytrol.com

Position: *Full-Time : Engineer-in-Training

Schedu le No: 760
Positi on: ·Full-Time : Producllon Design Engineer
Location : Jone sboro, Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Grad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM to 12/01 /99 12 :00:00 AM

Location : Co lumbia, MO
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /9812 :00 :00 AM to 08/01 /99 12:00 :00 AM

Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
MEC H B
Schedule being set up From resumes collected by the company at the Career Fair

Status: Active

DAXCON, INC.
Interview Date: 03/17/9912:00 :00 AM

LILLY IND USTRIES INC.
Interview Date : 03/31 /9912:00:00 AM
Sc hedule No: 37 1
Posi tion : ·Full-Time : Chemists
Location : All Lill y locations
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Da te: 12/01 /9812 :00 :00 AM to 12/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM
Citi ze nshi p: USlPenll On ly
Status: Active
S ign-Up Method : PRS-Open
CHE B
CHE M
CHEM B
C HEM M
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, March 30 - 6:00 p.m. Location to be announced In terest in Po lymer and Coatings bac kground necessary. Deadl ine for submitting resumes: March 15 ·8:00 a.m.

MEC H B
OPEN S IGN-U P DAT E. March 9 - 8:00 a.m.
r

http://www.daxcon.com
Schedule No: 677
Position: ·Fu ll -Time: Mechanical/Design Engineer
Location: Midwest U.S.
Minimum G PA : 2.0
Grad Date: 0510 1/99 12 :00:00 AM to 08/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM

Status: Active
Sign-Up Method : PRS-FCFS
MECH B
Deadline for submining resu mes: February 24
GUARDIAN FABRICATION
Interview Date: 03/29/99 12:00:00 AM

PAUL MUELLER COMPANY
Intervi ew Date: 03117/99 12:00:00 AM

http: //www .guardian.com

I

I

http://www .paulmueller.com

Schedule No: 759
Position: -Full· Time : SuperviSor
Location : Central California and across North Amer ica
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 1210 1/981 2:00:00 AM to 08/01 /99 12 :00 :00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
MECH B
CER B
ELEC B
Deadline for submining resumes: March 8

Schedule No: 770
Position: *Fuil-Time: See below
Locati on: Springfield, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Da te : 12/0 1/9812 :00 :00 AM to 12/01 /99 12 :00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
AEROB
CHEB
C IVLB
CMPEB
ELEC B
EMANB
MECHB
METB
NUCLB
PETRB
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, March 17 - 9:30 a.m.
Meramec Room - UCE *Project Manager; Estimator; Manufacturing Engr; Construction Manager
Deadline for submi tting resumes:
March 10 - 8 :00 a.m .

HORIZON CONSULTING
Interview Date: 03129/99 12 :00:00 AM

http://www.hrznconsulting com
Schedule No: 747
Position: ·Full-Time: Developer
Location : S1. Louis; Chicago
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/9912:00 :00 AM to 12/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CMPSB
ELEe B
EMAN B
MECH B
MGTS B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 8

OSAGE CONSTRUCTORS
Interview Date: 03/18199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No : 741
Position : -Full-Time & Summer Intern
Location: In fonnation not available
Minimum GPA: 2.55
Grad Date: 12/01/9812:00:00 AM to 12/01 /01 12 :00:00 AM
Classification: Jr
Sr
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-C LOSED
C IVLB
Deadline for submitting res umes: February 26

Tip allhe Week

ANSWERS TO

UMR Helpdesk
341-HELP (4357)
116 Computer Science
http://www.umr.edu/helpdesk/

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
PUZZLE APPEARS

"We do what we do so you can do what you do better"
Helpdesk is available 24 hours a day / 7 days a week.
Come to CS 116 or CS 104 (if 116 is closed) to see one of our consultants.
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HeJpdesk Consultants of the Month
The Helpdesk would like to honor these consultants for their hard work and
commitment to helping the UMR community solve its computer problems.

,

Senior Consultants:
Consultants:

February

Laura Anderson

Robar Mike

Lewis Fleak

Amanda Mills
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u.s. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY RECRUITING

WEST AR CORPO RATI ON
In terv iew Date: 03/ 17/9 9 12: 00:00 AM
http://wwW.westar.com
Schedul e No: 713
Position: "Full -Time & Summer Intern: So ftware Developers
Loca tion : SL Louis , M isSouri
Min imum G PA : 2.7
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1/0 1 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Stat us: Active
Classifi cation :
Jr
Sr
Gr. Stu.
Sign-Up Method : PRS-CLOSED
CMPSB
CM PE B
CMPEM
ELECM
CM PS M
ELEC B
Copy of Trans_cript must be submitted with resume.
Tum in transcripts at 301 Norwood Hall .

Int erview Date: 04/06/9 9 12:00 :00 AM
http://www.navystlouis.com
Sched ul e No: 658
Position: ·Summer Intern and Full -Time : Engi neering
Location: East and West Coast
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12 :00:00 AM to 12/01 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Statu s: Active
Classification: So . Jr
Sr
Gr. Stu.
S ign-Up Method: Manual
A&S B
A&SM
ENG B
ENG M
M&MB
M&MM
OPEN SIGN -UP DATE: February 16 - 8:00 a.m.

Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24

eresl inPoly•
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SOMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
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qualify for a full tuition scholarship

a freshman or sophomore, you
can catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid ti~-~ek
course in leadership.
L
Apply now. You may

and advanced officer training
when you return to campus nelq
fall. You'll also have the selfconfidence and disdpline
you need to succeed in
college and beyond .
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ARMY ROTC

t

THE SMARTEST COllEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC .as

I
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~

.for details, visit Room 30 I , Harris Hall or call
341-6907

-
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MALLIN C KRODT CHEMICAL C OMPAN Y
I nterview Date: 03n 2/99 12;00:00 AM
Schedule No: 768
Posi ti on: - Full -Time: Researc h Engi neer
Location: SL Louis, MO
Min imum GPA : 2.0
Grad Date: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/0 119912 :00 :00 AM
Stat us: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
MEC H B
NO CAMPUS rNT ERV IEW SC HEDULE D AT T HIS TIME. Collec ling res umes to send company only. Deadline for submi tting resumes: March 12
MAST E RCARD INTERNAT IONAL
Inte rview Date: 03/1 6199 12:00:00 AM
h ttp :// www . masterc ard .com
Sch edule No: 730
Posi tion: -F ull-Time: Software Engineers
Location : Unknown
Mi ni mum GPA: 2.0
Grad Da le: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM to 12/0 1199 12:00:00 AM
S tatu s: Active
Sign- Up Method: PRS-C LOS ED
AMTHM
CMP E B
AMTH B
CMPS M
CMPSB
CMP E M
MGTS B
ELECM
ELEC B
MGTS M
Monday,
March 15 - 6:30 p.m. Mi ssouri Room - UCE Deadline fo r subPRE-REC RUITM ENT MEETIN G:
mi lling resumes: February 25
. MOTOR OLA - CELLULAR GROUP
In terview Date: 04102/99 12:00:00 AM
htt p : / / www.mo t _com
Schedule No: 738
Pos iti on: *Foll-Time: Cell uar System Test Engr; Network Admini strator
Loc~tion : Fort Worth, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 08101 /9912 :00:00 AM
Stat us: Active
Sign- Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
CMPS B
C MPSM
ELEC M
Deadline ror submitting resumes: Man:h 12 - 8:00 a.m.

~C~O~-()~p~

March 10, 199

J _B_ Hu nl
Inler" iew Da le: 03/ 18199 12:00:00 AM
http : // www . jbhunt . c om
Schedu le No: 769
Position : · Fu ll -Time: Logistics Manage r
Locatio n: Lowell, Arkan sas
Minimum G PA : 3. 15
Grad Dale: 0510 1/99 12 :00:00 AM 10 0810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Statu s: Active
S ign-Up Me lhod: PRS-Open
EMAN B
EMAN M
Deadl ine for submitting lesu mcs: March 11 - 8:00 a.m.
PROCT ER & G AMBLE C OMPANY
Inl er"i ew Da te: 0311 0/99 12:00:00 AM'
Sc hedul e No: 630
Posi tion: ·Summer Intern and Full-Time: Manufacturing Management
Locati on: Cape Girardeau, MO
Minimum G PA : 2.0
Grad Dale: 05101199 12:00 :00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
C ili zenship: USIPerm On ly
Jr
Sr
C lass ifi cal ion: So
Statu s: Active
S ign-Up Method : PRS-FC FS
C HE B
ELEC B
MEC H B
PRE-REC RU ITM ENT MEET ING : CANCELLED. Deadline ror submitting resumes: February 9
SOUTH DOWN, INC
Interview Date: 03116/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedu le No: 728
Position: -Fu ll -Time: Engineers
Location: USA
Minimum GPA: 2.0
G rad Date : 0510 1/99 12:00: 00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
C itizenship: USI Perm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
C HE B
C HE M
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MEGH M
MIN B
MIN M
PRE- RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Man:h \ 5 - 6:00 p.m. 20 1 Norwood Hall Dead line for submi tting resumes: Man:h 10

Junior .
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03/08/99 12:00:00 AM
Des ig n Nin e Inc.
SI. Louis, MO
C1VL B
Sophomore
Juni or
2.45
Sign-ups posted 1/11/99. Sehedule closed ror sign-ups 2124/99.
Start 1s t co-<>p work session August 1999
prefer experience in autocad and/or surveying

03/09/99 12 :00:00 AM
C ity of St. Louis
Sf. Louis, Missouri
C IVL B
Junior
Seni or
2.45
USI Perm On ly
Sign-ups released 211/99. Sign-ups closed: 3/5199.
start I st co-op work session MaylJune 99 , August 99 or January 2000

03/08199 12:00:00 AM
Dow C o r ni ng Co rporation
Midland , Michigan and Carrollton, Ken tucky
ELE C B
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
2.75
USlPerm Only
changed interview date to Man:h 8 and 9th .. Sign-ups re leased 11 11/99 .
Schedule cl osed for sign-ups 2126199
start June 1999/August 1999

03109/99 12 :00:00 AM

Dow Corn ing Corporat ion
Midland, Michi gan and Carrollton, Kentucky
ELEC il
Freshman
Sophomore
Juni or
2.75
USlPerm Only
changed interview date to March 8 and 9th.
Sign-ups released 1/ 11 /99 .
Schedu le cl osed fo r sign -ups 2126199
sta rt Jun e 1999 /Augusl 1999.

03/09/99 12:00:00 AM
ABB Power T &D C o.
Jefferson C ity. Mo
EMAN B
E LEC B
M EC HB
Sopho more
Junior
Senior
2.65
I hour in terviews
Sign-ups released: 111 1199. SCHEDULE C LOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2124/99. STA RT I ST CO-OP WORK
SESS IO N MaylJune 1999

03/09199 12:00:00 AM
Black & Veatch
Kansas C ity, MO
C HE B
C IVL B
C M PSB
ELEC B
EMAN B
MEC H B
Junior
Sop~o more
Senio r
2.95
USlPerm Only
Pre-recruitment meeti ng: 3/8/99 6:30pm 216 M.E. Bldg .. NOTE: moved
Sigr-u ps released: 2l22l99. Sehedule closed for sign-ups 313/99
start 1st co-op work. session May/June 99 and or August 1999

10

216 M.E. instead of 105 M.E.

03/09/99 12:00:00 AM
Pa ulo Prod ucts
SI. Loui s, MO
M ETB
Sophomore
Jun ior
Seni or
2.0
Sign-ups released : 218199. Schedule closed ror sign-ups 3/ 1199.
START 1ST CO-O P WO RK SESS ION AUGUST 1999
http://www.paulo- u s.com
03115/99 12:00 :00 AM
Da na Corporation- Perfec t Circle Sealed Power
SI. Loui s, MO (Manches ler Mo Planl)
M EC H B
'
Sophomore
Junior
2.0
changed interview to 3/1 5/99. Sign -ups re leased 218/99.
SC HEDULE CLOSED FOR S IGN-UPS 31 10199
START I ST CO-OP WO RK SESSION August 1999
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03116199 12:00:00 AM

Adva nced Circuitry Div-Litto n Sys.

Domes

Springfield, Mo

CHEB
MEC H B

from page 1

Junior

Senior
2.45
Sign-ups released: 218199. SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3/10/99. TITLEENGINEERING ASSISTANT. webpage address - http,/ /littonacdipe. com
START I ST CO-OP WORK SESS ION May/June 99 and or A~gust 99

03/ 18/99 12:00:00 AM
Osage Constructors Inc.
Fulton, MO
CIVLB
Junior
Senior
2.55
Sign-ups released 2-15-99. Sign-ups closed 3/5199. start 1st cQ-{)p work session summer
99

0313019912:00:00 AM
Caterpillar
Peoria,IL

CHEB
CHEM
CHED
CMPE B
CMPEM
CMPED
CMPSB
CMPSM
CMPSD
ELECB
ELECM
ELECD
EMANB
EMANM
EMAND
MECHB
MECHM
MECHD
METB
METM
METD

Sophomore
Junior

Senior
Grad Stu.
2.75
USIPerm Only
Eman Sludents (marketing only) per Caterpillar request. Schedule Open for sign-ups
3/1/99. Schedule closed for sign-ups 3119/99. START 1ST co-Op WORK SESSION
August 1999

03/31 /9912:00:00 AM
Basler Electric

now incorporate monolithic domes
into animal habitats.
With the
dome's insulation, temperatures are
easier to regu late, thus duplicating
natural environmental settings.
A current project in Florida is
the construction of an underwater
theme park . This monolithic dome
would allow visitors to "walk
underwater" and view sea creatures
in their natural settings.
The dome is scheduled to be
completed on land, and then moved
offshore with a crane. The top of
the dome would rest 15 feet below
the surface. Many movie producers
are also now using thin-shell domes
for picture sound-stages.
The
domes save millions in construction,
can be built faster, and allow wider
shooting angles.

StuCo

Lutz

from page 1

from page 1

to continue to work toward making consistenl improvements on
the living condition of the residence halls as well as address the
campus safety concerns of the students.
Schmidberger addressed hi s
qualifications, stating, "The three
key qualities that a leader should
possess are vision, experience, and
detennination. Vision defines who
a leader is and how he or she will
lead their organization. Experience is the set of tools that a leader
uses to get an organization to its
destination . Detennination is the
drive to push students' issues forward, even when they may be difficult to accomplish." .

Highland, IL
ELECB

Junior
Senior

Lutz said that she would like
to see the campus recruit more
women for the facu lty, creating
more role models for women students. She also commented on the
benefits of continuing women
mentors. "It is critically important
for the students who are trying to
see themselves in a particular
job."

~

=

Goodbye,
tax forms.
Hello,
TeleFilef
,\ I

This year, millions wi 1/
file their· tax returns bV
phone - using TeleFile,
a free service from the
IRS. The call is easy
and refunds are fast.
Check your mai I for a
TeleFile booklet.

iiTeleFile
It's free. It's fISt. It work..

$'4fil

t.tJlIII

Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

Utp:l/ww.irs ... t,e••. gov

fJ HUTURNERS

Silo

Walk-ins welcome

.

Iixlle<pBot

Mexico..,s;99 Nap

EL.EC B
Junior

Poml.CiIy

Senior

(all today! Space is limited

2.7
US Only
Sign-ups released: 2125/99. Schedule closed for sign-ups 3119/99

1 800648·4849
WWW,\~travel.(Om

Extra $1.00 Off With This Coupon
BIqli'es March 31. 1999

04/06/99 12 :00:00 AM
City of Kansas City
Kansas City, MO
CIVL B
CMPS B
ELECB
MECH B
On-Campus Contact:
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Brad @ 573-368-3842
2.0
Schedule open for sign-ups 3/3/99. Sched ule closed 411199. START 1ST CO-OP WORK , ______________________ _

809 N. RollA STREET • RollA, Mo.
~7J . J64 .. 8824

r-----:---------------------------------~

SESSION MAYIJUNE 1999,

MGTS B
MECH B

2.45
Sign-ups released 2116/99. Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/ 19/99 8am. start 1st co-op
work session May/June 1999, August 1999

unique perspective."

J

i

Freeport, TX

04/08/99 12 :00:00 AM
MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr.
St. Louis, Missouri
AMTH B
CMPS B
CMPE B
ELEC B
Junior
Senior

science and engineering, that is
not the case. I think that these
areas are wide open for further
participation of women and our

r

2.95
Sign-ups released 2117/99. Schedule closed for sign-ups 3117/99. start I st co-op work
session May/June 1999 through Dec 1999

03/31 /99 12 :00:00 AM
Dow Chemical Co mpany

Perhaps one of the newest fantasy-attraction domes is the Star
Rider Theater at the Ad ler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum in
Chicago, lIIinois. This monolithic
dome is 26 feet high and has a diameter of 60 feet. It sits atop a 30 foot
tall circu lar bui lding.
Another
dome, with a diameter of 55 feet,
fits inside the outer dome, and
serves as a screen for the projection
of Virtual Reality space programs.
The noor of the dome slopes at 15
degrees, and seats nearl y 200 visitors.
' Originally opened in 1930, the
Adler Planetarium was the first
planetarium in the western hemisphere. This new monolithic dome
is now the cornerstone of their $40
million dollar expansion.
For more infonnation visit the
Monolithic Dome Institute 's webpage at http,/ /www.mon.J
olithicdome.com.

SCIENCE FICTION. FANTASY. COMICS. GAMES
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--------'Financial Aid--------k
RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as a farmworker in the past two years, you may
b ~ eligible to receive free educationa l
, ,. assistance for your education. If
:iu have worked as a farm, orchard,
house or poultry/egg production
employee, you may qual ify. To obtai n
details and the field representative
closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.

ween

RMI STARTS NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Rural Missouri , Incorporated has
established a scholarship program to
assist individuals in ac hieving their
educational goals. The schol ars hips
are available to RMI training program
pan,c'pants and/or borrowers in
RMl 's loan programs (a nd their
dependents). A max imum often (10)
scholarships up to $500 each will be
awarded each year. Financial assistance is limited to tuition, books, class
materials and associated cost. Applications will be accepted throughout
the year. Please call (573) 635-0136
for an application or more information.

CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisti ng outstanding college bound students,
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded 1,000 grants to 40 recipients
through its new Junior Golf Scholarship Program. Even though the majority of the winners play golf, all selections were made based upon their academic and extracurricul ar effon. For
more information on this excitin g program call 1-800-856-0764.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Army pay your way through
Medical, Dental Optometry School, or
degree
in
a
Doctoral
level
ClinicaVResearch Psychology. Scholars hip includes: fu ll educational fees,
required b(loks, lab fees , req ui red
equipment rental, $865 .00 monthly
stipend. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ARMY SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES CONTACT: CA PTA IN DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS.
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800829-0924 .

KIDS ' CHANCE INC. OF M ISSOURI
What is Kids ' Chance? It is a nonprofit corporation developed by interested employers, attosmeys, laborers,
insurers, third pany administrators,

government offic ial s, health care representatives
and
rehabilitation
providers. The purpose of Kids'
C hance is to provide educational
scholarships to financially assist the
education of chi ldren of workers who
have been seriously injured or killed
in Missouri work re lated injuries.
Which Children are Eligible for the
Scholarship? To be eligible for the
scholarship the child 's parent must
have sustai ned a serious inju ry or
fatality in a Missouri work related
accident covered by worke rs compensation. The parent 's injury or death
must be compensab le under Missouri
Workers' Compensation Law, Chapter
287 RSMo. T he child must be
between the ages of 16 and 25. When
do you apply? Applications a rc
acce pted at any time. KIDS '
CHANCE Scholarships are awa rded
on basis of need throughout the year
as funds are available. The deadline
for accepting app lications for a one
year scholarship (fa ll and spring
semesters) is May 15th. The deadline
for acce pting app li cat ion s for the
spring semester only is October 30th.
Applications ava ilable in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Parker Hall , Rolla, MO 65409-0250
or by calling 1-800-484-5733 - code
5437 (K IDS).

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolent endeavor established eight years ago with the help of
a Canadia n/ American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is available to full-time students in both
Canada and the United States. Full
Canadian or American citizenship is a
requirement. Awa rds are available to
both male and fem ale students for all
areas of post secondary stud y. A minimum GPA of2.7 is required. Criteria
other than strictly academic abil ity
and financial need are considered in
the selection process. Selected students wi ll receive up to $3 ,000. Filing
dates for mai ling applications in 1999
are April I st, Ju ne I st, and Nove mber
15th. To receive an applicati on please
send on ly a stamped (US 33 cent),
self-addressed, stand ard letter size
(No. 10) envelope to the fo llowi ng
add ress: The John Gyles Ed ucation
Fund, Atte ntion: The Secretary, P. O.
Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive, Frederi cton, New Brunswick , Canada E3B
5G4.

AME RICORPS
EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM
The AmeriCorps Ed ucation Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of over
$4,700 for one year of community
service, but unlike Ame riCorps USA,
it does not prov ide a living allowance

or other benefits . For information on
thi s program con tac t the Student
Financia l A ss istancc Office , G- I
Parker Hall.

AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
ELIGIBILITY CR ITERIA : Applicants must be U.S. citizens, of good
moral character, physically qualified

for an Air Force commission, currently enrolled or accepted for the next
enrolling class of an accredited allopathic or osteopathic school within
the United or Pueno Rico, and not
contractuall y obligated to serve a state
or other pany upon grad uation. Interested persons should contact their Air
Medical Recruiter for more information andlor and interview and application . (573-446-6750)

STATE SPONSORED MISSOURI
NATIONAL GUARD EDlICATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Any member of the Mi ssouri National
Guard who is serving in the Missouri
National G uard satisfactorily, and
who possesses the qualifications set
fonh in appl ication may be awarded
educational assistance to an approved
public institut ion or an approved private institut ion, as those terms are
defined in RSMO Section 173.205 , of
hislher choice while hclshe is a member of the Missouri National Guard.
Is a
ELI GIB ILITY C RIT ERIA :
member of the Mi ssouri Nationa l
Guard Is cen ified by the Unit commander that the soldier/ai rman is participating satisfactoril y in required
training of the Missouri National
Guard Has not previously received a
bachelor's degree from an accredited
post secondary institution. Has
ac hi eved and maintains a cumulative
grade point ave rage (GPA) of at least
a 2.5, grade point on a 4.0 scale, or the
equi valent on other scale approved by
the program administrator, while in a
secondary schoo l. Is enroll ed, or has
been accepted for enrollment, as a full
or pan-time undergraduate student in
an approved priva te or public institution. Has never been convicted in any
coun of an offense which involved the
usc of fo rce, disruption, or seizure of
propeny under the control of an institution of higher education to prevent
officials or students in such inst itutions from e ngaging in their duties or
pursuing the ir studies. Has not
enrolled or who intends to use the
award to enroll, in a course of study
leading to a degree in theology or
divinity. Has not recei ved Educational
Assistance under the MONGEAP
which exceeds or w ill exceed financial assistance for more than a total of
ten (10) semeste rs or their equivalent.
Summer
Application deadlines:
Semester taking applications from

January I - April 30. Applications
ava ilabl e in the Student Financial
Assista nce Office, G-I Parker Hall.

ROTARY CLUB OF FLORISSANT LOAN PROGRAM
The Florissant Rotary Club wishes to
inform students of a loan program
which is available for eligible students
through the Flo-Ro Trust This program is pan oa an overall effon by the
Florissant Rotary Club to assist in the
education of qualified students w ithin
the Flori ssant Rotary's service area.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: A candidate must reside in the Florissant
Rotary C lub service area. (Nonh St.
Louis County, nonh of Highway 270)
A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or university. A
candidate must complete the Flo-Ro
Trust Loan application and provide all
required materials. A candidate must
be enrolled for a minimum of 12
semester credit hours during the
semester of the loan period for a bachelor 's degree, or 10 semester credit
hours for a graduate degree. Interested students contact : Mr. Ronald
Schmidt, 80 I St. Francois Street,
Florissant, MO 63031 or call (314)
921-5100.

JAMES MADISON MEMORlAL
FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
The Foundation is seeking applicants
with a demonstrated commitment to a
career in teaching American history,
American government, or social studies at the secondary level. Applicants
for a fellowship, must be: A U.S. citizen or U.S. national; and A teacher,
or planning to be a teacher, of American history, American government, or
social studies at the secondary school
JUNIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
level.
awa rded to students who are about to
complete, or have recently completed,
the ir undergraduate course of study
and intend to pursue full-time graduate work. SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
awarded to experienced teachers who
wan t to pursue graduate studies on a
pan-time basis through summer and
evening classes. For additional information and detailed regulations about
the Foundation and the fellowship
program, or to receive an application
packet, please visit the Foundation 's
web site: http://www . james..J
madi son . com or call Toll-free at:
1-800-525-6928.

AMERICAN
ELECTROPLATERS AND SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
The American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society offers scholarships to upper class undergraduate
and graduate students who are inter-

estcd in careers in the surface finish
ing field .
REQUIREMENTS
Undergraduate students must b
studying in metallurgy, metallurgica
engineering, materials science 0
engineering, chemistry, chemica
engineering, or environmental engi;
neering Selection factors includ
achievement, scholarship potential
motivation and interest in the finish.
ing technologies Must be a full-tinJ
student during the academic year thl
scholarship is received Financial need
is not a factor Application availab~
in the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall ApplicatiOll
deadline is April 15, 1999
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Lucille B. Kaufman Women's
Scholarship
Fund - suppons one scholarship of
$1 ,000 for a female student enrolled
in a manufacturing engineering or
technology program. A pplicants must
have an overall minimum GPA of 3.5
on a 4.0 scale.
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St. Louis Chapter 17 Scholarship
FundSllppons five scholars hips of $1 ,000
each for students enrolled in manufacturing engineering, industrial technology, or other manufacturing related
programs. Applicants must attend one
of the approved schools with an SME
Student C hapter sponsored by St.
~ouis Chapter 17 and have an overall
min imum 9PA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.
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My rtle and Earl Walker Scholarship Fundsupports 20 schol arships of $1,000
gach for students enrolled in a manuFacturing engineering or manufacturtog engineering technology program.
f. pplicants must have an overall minim um GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.
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William E. Weisel Scholarship
Fund-supports one scholarship of$I,OOO for
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GRADUATE STUDENTS
Applicants for th e following fellowship must be accepted into a graduate
program for a Masters or Doctorate
rRegree, have proven scholastic ability,
_ exemplary character and leadersh.p
ncapab,ltty, and have demonstrated the
potential for future leadership in the
J' profess.on.
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E ngineers Club of Kansas City

(EC)
T he Engineers club was founded as an
organization dedicated to assisting
those persons wishing to pursue a
career in engineering. The EC's Student Assistance Fund (SAF) provides
up to $1,000 in fi nancial assistance to
Kansas City area students enrolling or
enro lled in an accredited engineering
curriculum. The SAF service area
includes the following counties Cass,
Clay, Jackson, Platte, and Ray in Misso uri ; and Johnson, Leavenworth and
Wyandotte ih Kansas. Financial assis. tance is offered primarily in the form
of grants . Qualification Criteria:
Financial need, accred ited engi neering curriculum, GPA, and progress
towards degree. Application Deadline: June I st For more information
contact: John Frerking, Burns &
McDonnell, 9400 Ward Parkway,
Kansas City, MO 64 114, Phone:
8 16-822.- 3347.

Society of Women E n gineers (SWE)
SWE offers two $500 scholarships to
new, current, and returnin g students

who wi ll be en ro lli ng in an approved
engineering college curriculum. Qualification Criteria:
Female, ABET
accredited schoo ls, engineering discipli ne, essay. Application Deadl ine:
March 15th For more information
contact:
Marie Vanderpool, SWE
Scho lars hip Chair, phone 816-9833125.e-mail: marie.j . vander...!
pool@usace.army.mil

ROLLA LIONS CLUB VANCE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND OFFERS
$ 1,000
REQU IR EMENTS: Financial need
highly regarded Must be Newburg, St.
James, or Rolla High School Graduate
Min. g.p.a. 3.0 Applications available
in the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Park~r Hall. Applications
deadline must be returned no later
than : April I , 1999

AMERICORPS NATIONAL SERVICE
Students w ishi ng to receive information on this program may call 1-800s942-2677 or visit

www.americorps.org
Mid-West Concrete Industry Board
(MCIB) . '-....
The fund is an end owment fund that
will provide financial assistance to
college engi neering students pursuing
a Bachelor of Science or higher
degree that includes co ncrete and concrete design courses as an integral part
of their degree program. Applicant's
permanent

residence

mu'st

be

in

Kansas or M issouri-within a 150 mile
radius of the Kansas/Missouri state
line at high way 135. Quali fication
Criteria: Finan'cial need, academic
achievement, curriculum, g rowth,
character, leaders hip capacity and
career interest. Application Deadline:
April 30th For more information contact: The Mid-West Concrete Industry
Board, Inc. , Jim Thompson, P.O, Box
6085 , Shawnee Mission, KS 66206,
phone: 913-681-2219.

NAWIC NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION ST.LOUIS MISSOUR I CHAPTER 38
Students must be enrolled in a curriculum leadi~g to a career in a construction-related field. Applicants are
selected based uon financial need ,
grad point average and commitment
to their field of study. 'NAWIC MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE
NOT ELIG IBLE. Equal consideration w ill be given to all app licants,
male and female. Applications avai lable in the Student' Financial Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall. Submittal deadline is: March 31, 1999

'> Ame rican

-

--

cation Deadline: Ma rch 21, 1999. For
more information contact:
Joyce
Neal, 13905 North II 0th Terrace,
Lenexa, KS 66215, phone: 8 16-9974188.

American Society for Quality
(ASQ)
The ASQ Kansas City Section 1301
w iil award three $1000 scholarships
in 1999. The purpose .is to promote
education in the quality sciences and
enco urage careers in the quality profession. Qualification Criteria:
Be
enrolled in an eligible college as a
full-time or part-time studen t; mini mum GPA of-2.75 ; be sponsored by a
Kansas City Section member. Appli-

National Society of Black Engi neers
(NSBE)
The objective of the Scholarship Program is to pro vide ass istance to
African American st udents pursuing
an engineering degree. The Natio na l
Society of Black Engineer's overall
mission is to increase the number of
cu lturally responsible Black Engineers encou rag ing them to excel academically, succeed professionally and
to positively impact the community.
Qualification Criteria: African American, G PA 2.75 or higher, attend a
hi gh school in Kansas City, MO or
Kansas City, KS and plan to major in
engineering, and ACT/SAT scores.
Application Deadline: April 30th For
more information contact:
Cheryl
Hooper, NSBE Scho larship Program,
P.O. Box 30011, Kansas City, MO
64 112, phone: 816-235 -1291 , e-mail :
hooperc@umkc.edu.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION
THE GREATER KANSAS CITY,
MO
NAWIC .SCHOLARSHIP
FOUNDATION
T he National Association of Women
in construction is an international
association of approximately 6,000
women enplo yed in various phases of
the construction industry. The Greater
Kansas City, Missouri NAWIC Scholarship Foundation offers scholarships
to st udents pursuin g a career in the
construction industry. Appli cati ons
available in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall.
App li cations must be postmarked on
or before: March 31, 1999

AIR & WASTE MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION MIDWEST SECTION
Individuals must be full or part-time
graduate st udents pursuing a course of

study and research at the start of the
1999/2000 academic year leading to
careers in a ir pollution contro l and/or >
waste management. The Scholarship
is only a one-year award. To qualify
for a second year, individual s must
reappl y. Undergraduate students are
eli gible to apply if the y have been
accepted into a program of graduate
study. Applicatio ns available in the
Student Financial Assistance Office,
G-I Parker Hall. Application materials must be postmarked by: May
3 1,1999

THE SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF ST. LOUIS AMEREN
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Throug h a gift from the Ameren Corporation. The Scholarshi p Foundation is providing grants of $2,500 per
year to 100 students. The Scholarship
Foundation is · solely responsible for
the selecti o n of grant recipients.
' Dependents of employees and
employees of Ameren and its subsidiaries are not eligible. ELIGIBILITY: Be a' customer or dependent of a
customer of the Ameren Corporation
(ArilerenU E or AmerenCIPS). Be a
full-time student who wi ll enro lled for
at least an academic year and who w ill
seek an undergraduate degree at an
accredited college or university in
Mis'souri or Illinois. (Ministry and
seminary students are not elig ible.) Be
a citizen of the United States or in
possession of an Alien Registration
Card. Demonstrate financial need.
Have achieved a minimum cumulative 2.0 grade point average on a 4.0
scale in high schoo l or college course
work. Application deadline submitted: April 15, 1999.

INTEREST-FREE LOAN PROGRAM
The Interest-Free Loan Program is
ava ilab le to post-secondary students
work ing toward vo'cational , undergraduate and advanced degrees at
accredited educational institutions. A
student may borrow up to 53 ,200 per
academic year at the graduate or profess iona l school level. The average
interest-free loan is 52,200 per year
for an undergraduate student. The
loan may be renewed annua ll y. At the
completion of the degree or certificate
program, a twelve month g race period
is granted. Rep~yment is sc hedu led
over a fi ve year period (60 monthly
payments). ELIGIBILITY Be a citizen of the United States or in possession of an A li en Registration Card. Be
a permanent resident of St. Louis City,
St. Louis County, Franklin County,
Jeffe rso n County, or St. Charles
County for at least two year prior to
the date of application. Demonstrate
financial need. Be a respons ible borrower, w ithout history of educational
loa n defau lt or bankruptcy. Have
ac hieved a minimum cumulative 2.0
grade point average on a 4.0 scale in
high school or college course work
Applications are available twice per
year (January I to April 15 and
August I to Novembe r 15). The deadline is April 15 to be considered for an
annua l loan award. Funding is limited and restricted to one semester for

app lication material s received by the
November 15.

SPECIAL LOAN PROGRAMS'
These programs below do no have
appli cation dead line
Contact the
Program Director at (3 14) 725-7990
for an app lication.

DEEDEE BECKER NURSING
LOAN
The Deedee Becker Nursing Loan is
an interest-free loan. Students must
have hi gh financial need and plan to
pursue a degree in licensed practical
nursing, registered nursing, or a bachelor of science in nursing. All of the
eligibility criteria for the Interest-Free
Loan Program must be met to apply
fo r the loan.

1999-2000 TWA SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS
Students must
currently be residents of the State of
Missouri as defined by th e rules of the
Board of C urators. Gradua te and
undergraduate applicants must be currently enrolled or accepted for admission to an acadmic prog ram at teh
University of Missouri in environmental engineering or environmental
science. Graduate students are elig ible
at any level: undergraduate students
must have completed 60 hours of col)ege course work, not necessarily at
the University of Missouri. Law students who intent to pursue a career in
the area of natural resources or environ mental law are eligible. Prior TWA
Scho larship recipients are eligibl e to
reapply. Applicants will be evaluated
on the basis of grade point average,
GRE sco res (where avai lable),
researCh, and other relevant experience. Applicants availab le in the Student Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Parker Hall. App lication, deadline:
March 15 , 1999.

1999/2000 DESK AND DERRICK
EDUCATIONAL TRUST SCHOLARSHIP
The Assoc iation of Desk and Derrick
clubs sponsors a scho larship program
through the Desk and Derrick Educational Trust for student citizens of the
United States or Canada who have
co mpleted two years of undergraduate
st udies wi th a minimum of 3.0 grade
point average (com puted on a 4.0
scale). Applicants must be pursuing a
degree in a major field of study to the
petroleum industry with the objective
of obtaining full-time employment in
the petroleum, energy and allied
industries and have need of financial
assistance. Applications available in
the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall Application
deadline must be received on or
before: April I , 1999.
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VVednesday, ~arch 10, 1999

Calendar Of Events-------!l
Today
All Day - Theta Tau Omega casino
night ticket sales, Breezeway,
UCVV
4:30 p.m. - EI Club de Espanol , tutor,
meetings, HSS 205
5:00 p.m. - Cycling Club weekly
meetings, 101 Buehler Bldg
6:00 p.m. - International Student
Club meetings, HSS G5
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club,
MeN 204
8:00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi meetings, ChE 125
8:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, MeN
204

III

Friday

Thursday

11 :00 a.m. - SI. Pats Gonzo &
Games, Frat row, Intramural
fields, rec center
6:00 p.m. - Chri stian Campus Fellowship, EE G31
6,00 p.m. - Toastmasters speak ing
meetings, CSF 109
6:00 p.m. - SI. Pats Committee, Centenniai Hall , Miner lounge, UCE
8:00 p.m. - SI. Pats Celebration committee, ME Annex 107C
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competition
.
practice, CE 313
8:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team meetings,
102 E Mgt

11 :00 a.m. - SI. Pats Gonzo &
Games, Frat row, Intramural
fields, rec center
3:00 p.m. - Trap & Skeet Club meetings, Buchler Bldg.
7:00 p.m. - Show Me A nime, MeN
204

Saturday
12:00 p.m. - St. Pats BBQ, Puck
12:30 p.m. - St. Pats committee trophy awards, Centennial Hall
East, UCE
1:00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineers tutoring service,
EMgt 103
6:00 p.m. - SUB presents VVLVV
wrestling, Multi-purpose Bldg.

III

Sunday

7:00 -p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship worship service, ME
104

Tracia Wes

~

IJ
I

Monday

7:00 p.m. - A ssociation for Black Students
organizational meetings, MeN 204
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competition practice, C!,
313
. 1 :00 p.m. - BB vs. Southwest Baptist, HOME
5:30 p.m. - IFC meetings, McN 216
6:00 p.m. - Society of VVomen Engineers, McN
204
6:00 p.m. - Panhellenic Council meetings, McN

6:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team design meetings, E
Mgt 104
6:30 p.m. - Student Council, Missouri
UCE
6:00 p.m. - History Club, HSS G-5
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All organizational meeting times and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.
SPORT CODES: FB-Football, MS-Men's Soccer, WS-Women's Soccer, CC-Cross Country, G-Golf, ~B-~en's Basketball, WB-Women's Basketball, SW-Swimming, BB-Baseball, SB-Softbail, lThiS) for Bell
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Free Radio +1250$ Fundraiser New
Spacious
2-Bedroom
$$$ EASY MONEY!!!
serve a sy~em
I will pay $30 for your phone book.
open to student groups and organDuplex 1 month"s rent paid. DishFYsmaller dep
izations. Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC washer, microwave, refrigerator,
Call Lee Ramsey collect at (423)
ndenl subsystCi
577-7237
range, attached garage with autoapp. We supply all materials at flO
en evaluales 3!
as low as
cost. Call for info or visit website. moatic opener, wi d hook-up. $425+
bsystem, "Th
Furnished studio apartment
Qualified callers receive FREE
util~ies . St. James call 314·8422:30 p.m. - SB vs. Bemidji State, HOME
4:30 p.m. - Society of Manufacturing Engineers
.
review sessions for exam, EM 102
7:00 p.m. - National Society of Black Engineers meetings, EM 103

r

Classified Ads '

Baby Boom Box. 1·800-932·0528 X
65.www.ocmconcepts com
Roommate needed
Preferably F. grad.student 2 Bedroom apt. 1 bath, central heat Gas
stove, storage area Laundry in
basement Walking distance to
campus $163/month + 1/2 utilities
Call Elena(h)341-2466 (0)3416281
WOMEN 'S WEDDING BAND SET:
Engagement solitaire and matching wrap. The sol~aire is a .25 ct
diamond and it has two 1/12 ct diamonds on either side of it. The
wrap has five 1/12 ct diamonds.
Both bands are 14K gold and ' are
size 6. It was priced at $1200, but I
need the money so I will sell ~ for
$600. My phone number is 3418626.

6477
For Rent: 3 Blocks from UMR 1106 N. Olive House: Living
Rm(13x26) 3 Large
Bedrms;
Kitchen; Stove ; Refrig; Central AC,
Ceiling Fans. RENT: $410.month
Unit B: 2-Bedrm Efficiency Apartment Kitchen! Living Rm; Stove;
Refrig; Ceiling Fans. RENT:
$190.month Unit C: Apartment 2Bedrm; Walk·in Level ; Kitchen! living Rm; Stove; Refrig; Celing Fans.
RENT: $240.month Mrl Mrs Ger·
mer 1-314-638-8374
SPRINGBREAK BEACHES DayPanama City, Padre, Miami,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc.
Best hotels, prices, parties. Browse
www.icpt.com. Reps earn cash,
free trips Call Inter-C;ampus 800327-6013

~

I have a lease to continue till May
31,99. 1204 N. Pine Rolla. Bed,
desk, refrigerator, book shelf,
microwave oven included. Utility
paid. Laundry in building. The current rent $185/month. Willing to
offer $120/month rent to continue
my lease. The lease may also be
extended as long as needed. It will
be available anytime. Respond to
fhui®Umr. edu or call Fangmin
(0)341 4975, (H)308 3438
For Sale: Mathcad 6.0 Professional for $50 Bookstore wants $100+
Call 364·0747 or
e·mail cday@umr.edu

Black & White - $.D4Icopy
Color - $.79/copy

24 HOIIR ACCESS AVAltAlLf
Other Services Available:
Laminating, Binding, Transparencies

to~a ,

1 BDR Apartment for Rent
Avail now. $225 month
Includes Water and Trash'
info: shawgo@umr.edu

UMR Studen ts may submit free classified ads to the
Missouri Miller by sending thier studenlnumber and
ad to miner@umr.edu

Southside Shoppers World
1028 South Highway 63
Rolla, MO 65401
573-364-0006
573-364-0007 (fax)

Townfield Plaza
·320 Ichord Ave. Su~e H
Waynesville, MO 65583
573-774-5538
573-774-5744 (fax)
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